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Abstract

Control and manipulation of trapped ion motion are basic building blocks for

quantum information processing and precision measurements with trapped ions.

In this thesis, I present several techniques aimed at the nondestructive state

detection of molecular ions and quantum information processing.

First of all, I present a proposal to prepare, detect and manipulate the state

of a molecular ion. In our proposed quantum logic scheme, the internal states

of molecular ions are coupled to the internal states of a co-trapped atomic ion

through their common modes of motion. I describe the experimental validation of

this scheme in a proof-of-principle experiment with two different isotopes of Yb.

I also present our experimental progress towards implementation of this scheme

with molecular ions, and in particular sympathetic cooling of SiO+ molecular ion

to the ground state of motion.

I also describe our experiment to control the motion of a trapped atomic ion

using microwave radiation assisted by a running optical lattice. The spin-motional

coupling is exploited to demonstrate sideband cooling of a 171Yb+ ion to the

ground state of motion. This method can be easily applied to the molecular ions

due to strong microwave transitions between rotational states of the molecules.

Finally, I discuss the coupling between two normal modes of a two-ion crystal

that is induced by the intrinsic nonlinearity of the Coulomb interaction. This

vi



ABSTRACT

process is formally analogous to the process of the optical down-conversion. It is

exploited to demonstrate phonon down-conversion (up-conversion) at the single

quanta level. When combined with nearly deterministic phonon preparation and

readout available in the ion trap, this coupling allows us to directly measure the

parity of the motional state of the ions and reconstruct the Wigner function of

the ions motion.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

More than 60 years ago, Schrödinger described the progress in experimental

physics at that time in the following way [129]: “This is the obvious way of

registering the fact, that we never experiment with just one electron or atom

or (small) molecule. In thought-experiments we sometimes assume that we do;

this invariably entails ridiculous consequence. . . it is fair to state that we are not

experimenting with single particles, any more than we can raise Ichthyosauria in

the zoo.”

Sixty years later, progress made in experimental physics, e.g. the invention

of the Paul trap for charged particles [112] and laser cooling of atoms [103; 154],

allows the measuring and manipulation of individual quantum systems [44; 152].

These technological advances paved the way for rapid progress in traditional

areas of research like precision measurements, and new research fields such as

quantum information processing. Experimental groups around the world can now

demonstrate simple quantum algorithms by controlling simple quantum systems

to a high precision. One example of such a well-controlled physical system is the

trapped ion, which is employed to demonstrate one of the most precise atomic
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

clocks [18].

At the basis of these applications of trapped ions lies the capability to control

the trapped-ion motion in the quantum mechanical regime and couple the mo-

tional states coherently to the internal states of the ions. It enables the cooling

of the ions to the quantum mechanical ground state of motion, and allows the

preparation and detection of single motional quanta, or phonon, and engineering

of complicated nonclassical motional states of ions such as Schrödinger cat states

[73].

The control of motional states and isolation from environment achieved in ex-

periments on atomic ions can be extended to more complicated quantum systems

such as single molecular ions. In this thesis, I present a series of experiments and

theoretical proposals that are aimed at developing methods to prepare, detect

and manipulate the quantum state of the molecular ions.

1.1 Molecular ions

Due to their rich level structure, molecules are well-suited for probing the time

variation of fundamental constants [16; 17; 27; 55; 133; 161], precisely measuring

parity violation [26; 40] and time-reversal non-invariance effects [56; 139], study-

ing quantum mechanical aspects of chemical reactions [150], and implementing

scalable quantum information processing architectures [1]. Molecular ions are

particularly attractive for these applications. Due to their near-perfect isolation

from the enviroment they have long storage and coherence times which is required

to achieve high measurement precision and reduce systematic errors.

However, the control of molecular quantum states still remains a challenge.

Ideally, state detection of the ion proceeds in a nondestructive manner such that

2



CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

the experiment may be repeated multiple times to achieve the required precision.

One such example is state-dependent fluorescence, where the ion appears “bright”

by scattering light only when it is in a given state; otherwise, the ion is “dark”

[12; 24]. For fluoresence to be a sensitive state detection method, the ion species

must have a fast cycling transition, which is hard to find in case of molecular

ions. This limits the applicability of this standard fluorescence detection method

in molecular spectroscopy. Other detection methods such as resonance-enhanced

multiphoton dissociation [67; 142] are destructive in nature.

To circumvent the constraint of state detection, a method of quantum logic

spectroscopy (QLS) [126] for molecular ions was proposed [125]. QLS was initially

developed in a system of atomic ions by utilizing the coherent coupling between

the internal states of ions and their motions. The spectroscopy ion (molecular

ion) is co-trapped with a logic ion (atomic ion). Only the latter needs to possess

a closed cycling transition. The internal state of the spectroscopy ion can then

be transferred onto the shared motion of the two-ion system, which is in turn

mapped onto the internal state of the logic ion. In the initial demonstration of

QLS [126] for atomic ions, the ions were initially prepared in the ground state, and

the excitation of ion crystal motion was achieved by driving motional sidebands

of a narrow spectroscopic transition between long-lived states. Several variations

of QLS have since been demonstrated. For instance, the trapped ions’ motion

can be driven by a laser resonant with the spectroscopy transition. The resulting

photon recoil of the ions can be detected by looking at Doppler recooling times

[19], Doppler velocimetry [85] or phonon excitations [147]. These methods require

the spectroscopy ion to have a partially closed cycling transition, which is not

present in many molecular ions. Instead of multi-photon scattering, single-photon

scattering can be employed to map the single-photon recoil of the spectroscopy
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

ion onto a geometric phase [49].

An additional complication arises from the large number of energy levels avail-

able in molecular ions, which complicates the preparation of molecular ions in a

single quantum state. While the translational motion of molecular ions can be

sympathetically cooled to milikelvin temperatures, the rotational and vibrational

degrees of freedom will still be in equilibrium with the environment. Since typical

spacings between the rotational levels of a molecule are on the order of 10-100 GHz

which is much lower than the thermal energy kT/h ' 6 THz at room tempera-

ture, several molecular states are populated in equilibrium with the environment.

Due to the interaction of a molecule with black body radiation, internal degrees of

freedom reach equilibrium on the timescale of the order of minutes [127; 137; 144].

Several methods of preparing molecular ions in a single quantum state have

recently been demonstrated, including optical pumping assisted by black body

radiation [127; 137], sympathetic cooling of translational degrees of freedom for

molecular ions prepared in a particular rovibrational state [141], sympathetic

cooling of molecular ions in a cloud of ultracold neutral atoms [54; 116], and opti-

cal pumping using broadband light [82; 83; 104; 143]. Other promising techniques

such as cavity cooling [79; 101] have been proposed and is currently under active

experimental investigation.

Some proposals [70; 102; 125; 134; 144; 145] also consider QLS as a way of

preparing molecular states. However, the coupling between internal and mo-

tional states is typically [70; 125; 144; 145] achieved using pulses produced by

continuous-wave (cw) lasers or microwave source [134]. These approaches may be

difficult to implement experimentally given the number of molecular states that

one needs to address.

In this thesis, I propose several possible approaches to detect and manipulate
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

of the internal states of the molecular ion through control of the collective motion

of the molecular ion and the co-trapped atomic ion confined in the same trap [32;

88]. I also present a proof-of-principle experiment with different species of atomic

ions that validates one of the proposed schemes [88].

1.2 Microwave control of trapped-ion motion

We see from the previous analysis that the states of the collective motion may

assist the state preparation and detection of the molecular ions. Moreover, the

trapped ion in the quantum regime is essentially a quantum harmonic oscillator

and such a simple quantum mechanical system is an interesting subject of research

on its own [73]. Being coupled to the internal states, the motional states of the

ions have been engineered to show diverse quantum phenomena [87; 95] similar

to the ones observed in quantum optics.

Traditionally, coupling between internal and motional states is achieved by

illuminating the ions with laser light, either continuous wave [73] or from a mode-

locked pulse laser [47]. The lasers in this case perform two functions. They reso-

nantly couple quantum states of the ions, for example, via two-photon stimulated

Raman transitions. They also produce state-dependent potentials that change on

a scale comparable to the laser wavelength, giving rise to a spin-dependent force.

As a result, a change of the internal state of an ion is accompanied by a change

of its motional state.

Alternatively to optical lasers, microwave radiation can be used to drive tran-

sitions between hyperfine states and shift the ions’ energy levels. However, due to

its long wavelength, the microwave state-dependent potential changes over a sig-

nificantly larger distance and the spin-dependent force is therefore usually weak.
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The gradient of the microwave field can however be significantly enhanced in the

near-field regime, where microwaves are applied directly to the electrodes of a

microfabricated ion trap, leading to spin-motion coupling [110; 111].

The shift of the energy levels and the transition between them can also arise

from two separate physical processes, and these combinations already provide

benefits for several applications. For example, a state-dependent potential can

be derived from the gradient of a static magnetic field, whereas transitions can be

driven by on-resonant microwave radiation, offering a new approach for quantum

information processing with trapped ions [62; 64; 96]. Spin-motion coupling was

also demonstrated for neutral atoms trapped in a spin-dependent optical lattice

potential and irradiated by a spatially uniform microwave field, leading to a simple

scheme for the sideband cooling of atoms to the ground state of motion [38; 81].

However, in the case of trapped ions, interferometric stability between the optical

lattice and the ion position is required. Achieving this is a technically challenging

task that usually requires active stabilization of the beam path [58] or integrating

the ion trap with an optical cavity [36; 42; 63; 86].

In this thesis, I describe a method to control the motion of the ions using mi-

crowave radiation, assisted by a running optical lattice [31]. The latter removes

the requirement for the interferometric stability. This method can be easily ap-

plied to the molecular ions due to strong microwave transitions between rotational

states of the molecules.

1.3 Nonlinear interaction between motional modes

In the previous description, the motions of the trapped ions are always repre-

sented by a set of independent normal modes because the trapping potential the
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

ions see in a Paul trap is harmonic to a high degree. However, the Coulomb

potential between ions may induce some mode coupling. The linear coupling

of this kind was previously demonstrated in the quantum regime [13; 43] when

the ions were trapped in independent potential wells. Besides the lowest-order

linear coupling, the Coulomb interaction between ions also provides anharmonic-

ity [93; 106], which in turn leads, for example, to Kerr-type nonlinear couplings

between motional modes and shifts of normal mode frequencies [119]. Such non-

linear interaction between normal modes has been demonstrated between two

internal degrees of freedom of a superconducting artificial atom [71].

A system of harmonic oscillators coupled via nonlinear interactions that we

can simulate with trapped ions is a fundamental model in solid state physics [2],

electronics [89] and quantum optics [92]. It helps to explain a diverse range of

physical phenomena, from the thermal conductivity of solids [2], to the genera-

tion of entangled photon pairs [68] and squeezed states of light [158]. This kind

of nonlinear coupling in trapped ions can be applied to quantum information

processing protocols [69], preparation of nonclassical states [158], and studies of

quantum thermodynamics [22; 80].

1.4 Outline of the thesis

This thesis is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 gives an overview on how the ions are trapped and cooled to the

ground state of motion. It starts with the basic physical model necessary to

describe the linear Paul trap and it also presents our experimental apparatus.

The methods of loading the ions are detailed, along with the theoretical treatment

and experimental realization of Doppler cooling of ions (171Yb+). It ends with
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

explanation of motional ground state cooling.

Chapter 3 describes a proposal of the experimental schemes to prepare, ma-

nipulate and detect the internal states of a trapped molecular ion based on the

quantum logic techniques using a frequency comb.

Chapter 4 begins with the proposal for the state detection of molecular ions

with a Zeeman-splitting-assisted quantum logic scheme. We experimentally demon-

strate this protocol using a proof-of-principle experiment with atomic ions. It is

followed by our progress towards the implementation of this scheme with molec-

ular ions (SiO+).

Chapter 5 presents the experimental demonstration of the coupling between

the motional states and internal states of a single ion with microwave radiation

when the ion is placed in a running spin-dependent optical lattice.

Chapter 6 discusses a nonlinear coupling between different modes of a two-

ion crystal induced by the Coulomb interaction. We experimentally demonstrate

phonon down-conversion (up-conversion) at the single quanta level. This coupling

is exploited to directly measure the parity of the quantum (motional) states and

their Wigner functions.

8



Chapter 2

Control of trapped-ion motion

2.1 Introduction to the ion trapping

2.1.1 Theory

It is not possible to trap an ion in free space by a static electric field. When

we say “trap”, we mean that a small displacement in any direction from the

equilibrium position will generate a restoring force that returns the ion back to

the equilibrium. It requires all the electric field vectors in the vicinity of the ion to

point towards the ion. The latter requirement violates Gauss’s law for the electric

field. Indeed, Gauss’s law requires the divergence of electric field and the electric

field flux through a closed surface to be zero. It suggests that the electric field

potential can not have any local minima, only saddle points, and the ion is always

in an unstable equilibrium at least for one direction. The situation is different

if we can vary the electric field in time. If the unstable direction is changed

dynamically, the motion of the ion becomes stable under some conditions. This

forms the basis for the Paul trap, which is commonly used for confining charged

9



CHAPTER 2 CONTROL OF TRAPPED-ION MOTION

particles.

The standard radio frequency (rf) linear Paul trap [112] consists of four rods,

two diagonal ones of which are connected to oscillating rf voltages and the other

two connected to constant voltages, and two needles as endcaps that carry DC

voltages (see Fig. 2.1). We assume a hyperbolic electrode configuration for sim-

plicity. The potential in the trap region due to the voltages applied to the rods

is [60; 151]

φrod =
U + Ũ cos(Ωt)

2

(
x2 − y2

R2
+ 1

)
, (2.1)

where U , Ũ and Ω are the rf voltage offset, amplitude and frequency, respectively.

Without any loss of generality, we set the initial phase to be 0. R is the distance

between the center of the trap and the rods.

A charged particle with charge e experiences the force

F = e(−∇φrod) = −e(U + Ũ cos(Ωt))
xx̂− yŷ
R2

, (2.2)

and obeys the equations of motion


ẍ+

e

mR2

(
U + Ũ cos(Ωt)

)
x = 0

ÿ − e

mR2

(
U + Ũ cos(Ωt)

)
y = 0 ,

(2.3)

where m is the mass of the particle. Intuitively, one may expect that the oscillat-

ing term will cancel out after averaging over time. This is true for a homogeneous

electric field. However, it is not true if the field is inhomogeneous. The particle

sees an effective potential, or pseudopotential, that results in a small average

force that is always pointing in the direction of lower average field [23].

The motion along x and y directions is decoupled according to Eqn. 2.3.

10



CHAPTER 2 CONTROL OF TRAPPED-ION MOTION

Introducing the dimensionless parameters:

ax =
4eU

mR2Ω2
, (2.4)

qx =
2eŨ

mR2Ω2
, (2.5)

τ =
Ωt

2
, (2.6)

we can write the equation of motion in the x direction as

d2x

dτ 2
+ (ax + 2qx cos(2τ))x = 0 , (2.7)

and similarly for the y direction. This kind of differential equation is called the

Mathieu equation. It has stable solutions for certain sets of parameters. The

approximate solution for values of a, q � 1 is [73]

x = Cx cos

(
βxΩ

2
t

)(
1− qx

2
cos(Ωt)

)
, (2.8)

where Cx is a constant used to satisfy initial conditions, and

βx =
√
ax + q2

x/2 . (2.9)

The oscillation due to the term cos (βxΩt/2) is called the secular motion and the

corresponding oscillation frequency

ωx =
βxΩ

2
(2.10)

is called the secular frequency. Superimposed on the secular motion is a fast

modulation at the driving frequency Ω, which is called the micromotion. It can
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CHAPTER 2 CONTROL OF TRAPPED-ION MOTION

be large if the ion is displaced from the nodal line by some stray electric field,

since the driving field is proportional to the displacement from the nodal line, as

shown by Eqn. 2.2 1. Nevertheless, the micromotion can be compensated if some

external DC electric field pushes the ion back to the zero point of the rf potential.

Similiarly we can solve the equation of motion along y direction by setting

ay = −ax , (2.11)

qy = −qx . (2.12)

By defining

ωp
.
=

qxΩ

2
√

2

=
eŨ√

2mR2Ω
, (2.13)

we obtain the following equation for the secular frequency in x (y) direction,

ωx(y) =

√
ω2
p + ax(y)(

Ω

2
)2 . (2.14)

While the confinement along the x and y directions is provided by the rf

voltage, the DC voltage U0 (U0 > 0 for positive ions) applied to the endcaps

provides the confinement along z direction. Near the trap center, the potential

due to this DC voltage can be approximated by [4]

φndl =
εU0(2z2 − x2 − y2)

2d2
, (2.15)

1For a full mathematical treatment of micromotion, see [6; 28].
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CHAPTER 2 CONTROL OF TRAPPED-ION MOTION

where U0 is the voltage applied to the endcaps, ε is the geometic factor and 2d is

the distance between two endcaps.

The equation of motion along z axis is simply

mz̈ = −edφndl
dz

= −2eεU0

d2
z . (2.16)

It describes a harmonic oscillator with the frequency of

ωz =

√
2eεU0

md2
. (2.17)

The potential of Eqn. 2.15 also weakens the confinement along radial direction.

It does not influence the rf part in front of x2 (y2) in Eqn. 2.1, or qx(y) in Eqn. 2.7

(Eqn. 2.12). However, it changes the DC part to

φDC =
(U −R2εU0/d

2)x2 − (U +R2εU0/d
2)y2

2R2
. (2.18)

Similiarly, we write down the modified expressions for parameters ax and ay as

follows:

ax =
4eεU0

md2Ω2
(α− 1) , (2.19)

ay = − 4eεU0

md2Ω2
(α + 1) , (2.20)

where the parameter

α = Ud2/(R2εU0) (2.21)
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is used to characterize the radial asymmetry. Eqn. 2.14 is then transformed into

ωx =
√
ω2
p + (α− 1)ω2

z/2 , (2.22)

ωy =
√
ω2
p − (α + 1)ω2

z/2 , (2.23)

from which we can derive α = (ω2
x−ω2

y)/ω
2
z . We emphasize that α is independent

of the ion’s mass according to Eqn. 2.21.

2.1.2 Experimental apparatus

Our trap configuration and dimension are shown in Fig. 2.1. The rods and needles

are made of tungsten rods with a diameter of 0.5 mm. They are installed in two

ceramic holders. The distance between neighboring rods is approximately 0.9 mm

and the distance between the needles is 2.0 mm. These two ceramic holders are

then held in place by a stainless steel holder which allows for convenient optical

access (see Fig. 2.1). The whole setup is stationed in a stainless steel octagon

which is maintained at pressure of around 2× 10−11 Torr. The rf or DC voltages

are applied to the rods or needles via two vacuum feedthroughs. One of the

feedthroughs also carries the current for heating the Yb ovens (see below).

The voltage applied to the needles can be as high as 400 volts. It is gener-

ated with a homemade circuit based on a commercial high voltage power supply

(Matsusada Precision, TM-0.8P). To create a harmonic pseudopotential with the

desired frequency and trap depth, a high rf voltage (hundreds of volts) is desir-

able. This voltage is generated by a homemade helical resonator [11; 91], which

is designed to be similar to that in Ref. [48; 109]. The resonant frequency in our

case is 30 MHz and we obtain a loaded quality factor around 150. We obtain a

few watts of rf power by amplifying the signal from a commercial function genera-
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tor (Agilent Technologies, 33250A) with a commercial rf amplifier (Mini Circuits,

ZHL-5W-1). The signal is then coupled to the resonator inductively. The back

reflection from the resonator, which is extracted by a directional coupler, is sent

to a dedicated oscilloscope for continuous monitoring. The radial trapping fre-

quency of our trap is about 1 MHz, and axial trapping frequency around 0.8 MHz

(for 171Yb+), corresponding to q ∼ 0.1 (Eqn. 2.13) and a ∼ 0.001 (Eqn. 2.19) for

a Yb+ ion and q ∼ 0.4 and a ∼ 0.004 for a SiO+ ion. The resonator also allows

for the application of independent bias voltages to the rods. For more details of

the resonator, see Ref. [48; 109].

Six small viewports with an aperture of around 2 cm are attached to the

sides of the octagon and two big viewports with an aperture of around 7 cm are

mounted on the top and bottom of the octagon. They are anti-reflective coated

in the range of 350 nm - 400 nm and allow for flexible optical access for the

ionization beams, cooling beams, repumper beams as well as the Raman beams

as shown later. The fluorescence collected by a triplet lens with NA ∼ 0.25,

positioned above the upper big viewport, is directed by motorized flip mirror to

either a photomultiplier tube (PMT) for photon-counting or a camera (Princeton

Instruments, ProEM 512) for ion imaging.

2.2 Loading of Yb+

We load the Yb+ ions by three methods, which all rely on ionizing neutral Yb

atoms.
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Figure 2.1: Trap setup. (a) Standard rf linear Paul trap consisting of four rods
offering radial confinement and two endcaps offering axial confinement. (b) The
trap is installed in a stainless steel octagon which is maintained at 2×10−11 Torr.
The Yb ovens (foil) and SiO target are also shown.
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2.2.1 Isotope-selective loading with Yb oven

A beam of neutral Yb atoms with natural isotope abundance is produced by

resistively heating a stainless steel tube filled with Yb metal (called the Yb oven,

see Fig. 2.1(b)). The oven is aligned such that the Yb beam goes through the trap

center, where the atoms are photoionized with a resonance-enhanced two-photon

process [3; 66; 108]. A continuous-wave (cw) external-cavity diode laser (Toptica

DL 100 pro) with wavelength of 399.91 nm and power of 100 µW is focused in

the trap center with a diameter of 30 µm. It is aligned to be approximately

perpendicular to the Yb beam to minimize the Doppler effect such that it can

isotope-selectively drive the 6s2
1S0 −→ 6s6p 1P1 transition in neutral Yb. A

second laser with a wavelength of 369 nm, power of 5 mW and a diameter of 30 µm

in the trap center is aligned counterpropagating to the 399.91 nm beam. This laser

can photoionize the neutral Yb from 1P1 state. By running the oven at low atomic

beam flux and inspecting the fluorescence from the ion induced by the cooling

laser (see following section) with the PMT or camera, we can achieve isotope-

selective and nearly ion-number-deterministic loading. In addition, we also have

another oven which contains isotopically enriched 171Yb since we normally need

to trap 171Yb+.

2.2.2 Loading with neutral Yb from laser ablation

In addition to an Yb oven, the neutral Yb may also be produced via laser ablation.

A piece of Yb foil (5 mm×15 mm, GoodFellow, YB000200/7) is mounted about

5 cm away from the trap center and faces towards the trap, as shown in Fig. 2.1.

A Q-switched pulsed Nd:YAG laser (Continuum, Minilite II) can generate pulses

with a pulse duration of 10 ns or so and pulse energy ranging from around 1 µJ to
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8 mJ at wavelength of 355 nm. It is then focused on the Yb foil inside the vacuum

chamber. The diameter of the focused ablation laser spot is around 50 µm. The

high laser intensity can create a local high temperature in a very short time such

that the metal vaporizes. It causes a rapid ejection of a plume containing neutral

atoms, clusters, ions and electrons [46; 75; 162]. The neutral atoms, in our case

Yb, are then ionized in the trap region [50]. The ion number can be extracted

from the laser fluorescence during the Doppler cooling (see following section).

We demonstrated two ways to ionize the neutral Yb from the laser ablation

source. One is the same as what is used in loading the ion with Yb oven, i.e. two-

photon ionization with 399.91 nm and 369 nm lasers. The other one is ionization

with only 399.91 nm laser beam. One possible explanation for the latter to happen

is that part of Yb atoms is in some metastable excited state after ablation, from

which it can be ionized by the 399.91 nm laser. We note that ionization with

both beams appears more efficient than ionization with only the 399.91 nm beam

by a factor of at least ten, as indicated by the ion number loaded into the trap.

This is consistent with what is reported in Ref. [3].

The number of the ions loaded into the trap can be roughly controlled by the

ablation pulse energy. Loading of single 174Yb+ was demonstrated at a pulse en-

ergy around 2 µJ 1. In our current setup, isotope-selective loading is not achieved

since the foil we use contains Yb metal with natural isotope abundance and the

1Such low energy, which is produced when the pulsed laser is run at low energy mode
(with reduced energy of pump flash lamp), is smaller than the minimum pulse energy our
photodetector (Newport, 818E-03-12-L) can resolve (5 µJ). The reported number here is an
extrapolation from the established relationship between pulse energy with (EL) and without
(EH) the filter (the latter one can be measured) [123]. The relationship is experimentally
calibrated to be

EL =

(
EH

423
√
µJ

)2

(2.24)

where EL and EH are in unit of µJ.
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Yb plume is not collimated. Isotope selectivity should be achievable by placing

some skimmers between the Yb foil and the trap such that the neutral Yb ar-

riving the trap is perpendicular to the 399.91 nm laser beam, as demonstrated

in [50] for loading Ca+ ion.

Figure 2.2: Back reflection from the resonator when the rf signal coupled into
the resonator is switched off and then switched on 5 µs later. The first packet
shows the dissipation of the resonator while the second one shows the charging
of the resonator.

Although the loading itself is not isotope-selective in our case, we manage to

select the specific isotope starting from an ion cloud containing various isotopes.

It is achieved by quickly reducing the trap depth for a few µs while continuously

laser cooling the desired isotope. Before we proceed to the isotope purification,

we would like to introduce the trap “off-on” techniques.

The trap-driving signal from the 30 MHz rf generator is sent through a rf

switch that is controlled by a TTL signal (generated by a field-programmable
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gate array (FPGA)). The trap depth is reduced by briefly switching this rf signal

off. Fig. 2.2 shows the back reflection from the resonator after the rf signal is

switched off for 5 µs and then switched on. The time constant for the electro-

magnetic field decay inside the resonator is [135] τ = 2Q/Ω ∼ 1.6µs 1, as shown

by the first packet in Fig. 2.2. The voltage on the trap rods decreases on the

same time scale as well. The trap is then switched on, as shown by the second

packet in Fig. 2.2.

The trap may lose the ions during the time when the rf signal is off. It is

experimentally verified that the ions have a higher probability to escape from the

trap if the off-time interval is longer. It is also found that increasing the axial

confinement while maintaining the radial trapping frequency 2 increases the ions-

escape probability for a fixed off-time interval. On the other hand, increasing

the radial confinement while keeping the axial confinement fixed decreases this

probability. The latter one can be attributed to the increase of minimum rf power

coupled to the trap at the end of the off-time, while the former one is probably

because axial confinement weakens the confinement along the radial direction,

and this effect is particularly prominent when the radial confinement is weak, as

shown in Eqn. 2.22 and Eqn. 2.23. We tentatively conclude that the ions escape

from the trap due to the change of the trap parameters a and q to the trap

instability region when rf voltage is lowered. As the Mathieu equations do not

always have stable solutions. Such a solution depends on the a and q parameters

in Eqn. 2.7. For more details, see [73; 112].

Moreover, we find that the probability to lose the ions that are directly

1The Q and Ω here are the resonator quality factor and the trap driving frequency, respec-
tively.

2Since the axial confinement weakens the radial confinement, the trap rf power is increased
to obtain a fixed radial trapping frequency.
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Doppler cooled is lower than the ions that are not. This effect is exploited for

purifying the isotope. By carefully choosing the off-time interval, we ensure that

only a small fraction of the ion cloud can escape during a single off-on cycle.

If we repeat the off-on cycle for many times (typically on the order of 50 times

depending on the off-time interval), starting from a cloud of ions with various

isotopes, we end up with an isotope-purified crystal. We then adjust the off-time

interval such that the probability to lose one single ion is low for one cycle but the

ion still can escape from the trap after many cycles 1. By continuing the off-on

cycles, the crystal containing specified number of ions can be obtained in this

top-down fashion. Purified 174Yb+ and 171Yb+ crystals with different numbers

of ions can be routinely obtained. Extension to other isotopes of Yb+ and other

species of ions should be feasible.

This loading method is not efficient since we usually start with more ions

than we really need. But the off-on techniques can be easily combined with

other loading methods where undesired ions are present. In particular, it plays a

significant role in obtaining a single trapped molecular ion (SiO+) as shown later.

2.2.3 Loading with Yb+ ions from laser ablation

As mentioned previously, the ejected plume produced by an ablation pulse con-

tains ions as well as neutral atoms. But normally these ions can not be loaded into

the trap since the trap potential is conservative, i.e. the kinetic energies gained

when the ions fly towards the trap center are enough for the ions to escape. How-

ever, if the trap depth dynamically changes when the ions travel through the

1It is also noted that the probability for a particular ion to escape is smaller when the cloud
contains less ions. This is probably because in this case the Coulomb interaction between ions
is weaker.
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trap volume, some of the ions may be captured [46; 75; 162]. This effect can be

exploited naturally with laser ablation, since the trap depth can be perturbed if

the amount of charged particles travelling through the trap area is huge. The

ions open the door of the trap for themselves. We demonstrate loading of Yb+

with this mechanism.

We find that when the single-pulse energy of the ablation laser is above 15

µJ, the ions can be loaded without any other photoionization beams (369 nm and

399.91 nm lasers). The change of the trap depth during the loading is verified by

monitoring the back reflection of the resonator [46].

This method is not as “clean” as using the Yb oven to load Yb+ ions since a

great amount of particles are produced during the ablation. The neutral particles

from the plume may be deposited inhomogeneously on the trap rods and the

charged particles may leave stray charges on the insulators near the trap. These

effects induce micromotion as well as increase the heating rate of the ions.

Despite these adverse effects, a similar ablation method is applied to trap

SiO+ ions as there are no better alternatives presently.

2.3 Doppler cooling of the ion

2.3.1 Theory

Trapped ion is the first physical system that was laser cooled, or more specifically,

Doppler cooled [103; 154]. Since then, Doppler cooling has become an ubiquitous

technique used to produce both cold ions and cold neutral atoms.

For the discussion of Doppler cooling, we consider a simple model of a two-level

ion characterized by a resonant transition frequency ωa and radiative linewidth
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Γ (Γ = 1/τ , where τ is the lifetime of excited state). Imagine a single ion os-

cillating inside a one-dimension harmonic trap with trapping frequency ωt, and

interacting with a co-propagating laser beam with wavelength of λ and frequency

close to ωa. Suppose Γ � ωt, i.e. the period of ion oscillation is much larger

than the lifetime of ion’s excited state. In this case, we can treat the photon

absorptions and emissions as occurring instantly [155] (such that the ion is es-

sentially free during absorption/emission events [73]). When the ion absorbs a

photon from the laser beam, its momentum changes by ∆pab = ~k, where ~ is

the reduced Planck constant and k (| k |= 2π/λ) is the wave vector. The ion is

in the excited state after this photon absorption. It then decays back to ground

state in a few nanoseconds for typical atomic ions used in quantum information

experiments. Unlike the photon absorption process, the spontaneous emission is

isotropic and does not have preferred directions. This effect results in a random

walk in momentum space.

After this absorption-emission process is repeated many times, the recoil mo-

mentum kicks from the spontaneous emission tend to cancel each other, resulting

in zero net momentum transfer, 〈∆pse〉 = 0. If the absorption is totally ran-

dom during the trap oscillation, i.e. it has equal probability to happen over the

whole oscillation cycle, the imparted momentum to the ion by the absorption

will average to zero as well. No momentum will be gained during the absorption

and emission process. However, the symmetry of the photon absorption process

is broken due to the Doppler effect. This preferential absorption gives rise to

dissipation. If the laser is tuned slightly below the transition frequency ωa, the

ion is more likely to absorb a photon when the ion oscillates towards the laser

source than when it moves in the opposite direction of the incoming laser beam.

This velocity-dependent absorption reduces the kinetic energy of the ion. This is
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called Doppler cooling.

Apparently there is a limit to the temperature the ion can eventually achieve

due to this kind of cooling. Suppose the ion is initially at rest, i.e. it has zero ki-

netic energy 1. The random walk in phase space due to recoils from the absorption

and emission of photons will actually heat the ion up because 〈p2〉 6= 0 although

〈p〉 = 0. In the end, the heating owing to these random recoils (fluctuation)

and the cooling due to the velocity-dependent absorption (dissipation) will reach

an equilibrium. In a true one-dimensional problem [78], when the laser is tuned

below the atomic resonance frequency ωa by Γ/2, the minimum temperature TD

that can be achieved is [156]

TD = ~Γ/(2kB) , (2.25)

where TD is called Doppler limit and kB is the Boltzmann constant. Here we take

the thermal energy to be kBTD/2 for that degree of freedom, i.e. kBTD/2 = Eeq,

where Eeq is the statistical average of ion energy over long time.

For an ion in a 3D trap, if the laser beam is at an oblique angle to all axes, i.e.

no mode is perpendicular to the laser, then all the modes are cooled. When the

laser has the same projection along all three directions, the cooling limit in all

directions will be the same as the true one-dimensional case given by Eqn. 2.25 [59;

159]. It is worth mentioning that it is possible to achieve cooling in a certain

direction slightly below the Doppler limit by aligning the laser in such a way

that it has larger projection along this direction. This is because the cooling

rate along this direction increases while the heating rate due to the spontaneous

1It is displaced slightly from the trap center owing to the averaged radiative presure de-
scribed above [156].
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emission does not change. Note that cooling in one direction below the Doppler

limit comes at the cost of a strong increase in the minimum temperature along

other directions [59; 159].

2.3.2 Experimental Doppler cooling of 171Yb+

We assumed previously that the ion is a two-level system thus it can be cooled

by a single laser slightly red detuned from the resonant frequency. In practice,

the ion has a much more complicated energy level structure. Usually at least one

additional repumper laser is necessary to close a cycling transition.

Even more levels are involved in the Doppler cooling of the 171Yb+ ion pre-

sented in this thesis, as shown in Fig. 2.3. The cooling is achieved using the

2S1/2 |F = 1〉 −→ 2P1/2|F = 0〉 transition at 369.53 nm. Around 20 mW of laser

power at 369.53 nm is produced by a Toptica TA-SHG pro laser by frequency-

doubling a strong 739.06 nm laser beam (produced by amplifying a diode laser

light with a tapered amplifier) in a bow-tie cavity. Part of the output is sent

through an electro-optic modulator (EOM, Newport 4851-02) with a resonant

frequency around 7.37 GHz. The resulting positive second-order sideband re-

pumps the population trapped in the hyperfine state 2S1/2 |F = 0〉 by coupling

it to the state 2P1/2 |F = 1〉. The beam is then sent through an acousto-optic

modulator (AOM) and the positive first order beam is coupled to a single-mode

fiber. The fiber output is sent to the trap. The AOM in the beam path ensures

that the beam can be switched on and off in less than 1 µs and the single-mode

fiber facilitates the beam alignment and performs spatial-mode filtering. A mag-

netic field of a few gauss in a proper direction is applied to destabilize the dark

states in 2S1/2 |F = 1〉 manifold [5].
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Figure 2.3: Energy levels relevant to the Doppler cooling of 171Yb+ [94]. Doppler
cooling is performed on the transition 2S1/2 |F = 1〉 −→ 2P1/2 |F = 0〉 with a
369.53 nm laser. Off-resonant coupling to 2P1/2|F = 1〉 gives rise to population
trapping in 2S1/2 |F = 0〉. It is depopulated by adding sidebands to the 369.53 nm
laser with an EOM (see text). A 935.19 nm laser with sidebands generated with
an EOM addresses the 2D3/2 manifold (it is populated due to small branching
from 2P1/2 manifold) by coupling it to 3D[3/2]1/2 that quickly decays back to
2S1/2. The ions may also end up in a low-lying metastable 2F7/2 state (lifetime:
a few years) a few times per hour, which quenches the cooling cycling. An extra
laser at around 638.61 nm returns the ion back to the cooling cycle.

The 2P1/2 manifold may also decay to the metastable 2D3/2 manifold (lifetime

51 ms) with a small branching ratio (0.5%). It is depopulated with a commercial

external-cavity diode laser at 935.19 nm (Toptica DL pro). Similiar to the ad-

dressing of population trapped in hyperfine states of 2S1/2, the 935.19 nm laser

is also phase-modulated with an EOM at 3.07 GHz to repump populations from

both |F = 1〉 and |F = 2〉 hyperfine sublevels of 2D3/2. Owing to the presence of
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Figure 2.4: Schemes for state initialization and detection. (a) The ion is initial-
ized in state |0〉 by driving the transition 2S1/2 |F = 1〉 −→ 2P1/2 |F = 1〉. (b)
State detection with standard fluorescence techniques by application of light that
is resonant with the transition 2S1/2 |F = 1〉 −→ 2P1/2 |F = 0〉. If the ion is in
state |1〉, it scatters many photons; if the ion is in state |0〉, few photons can be
collected.

the metastable 2F7/2 state with very long lifetime (around 6 years), the cycling

transition may quench a few times per hour. A homemade external-cavity diode

laser at 638.61 nm is added to empty the 2F7/2 state and return the ion to the

cooling-cycle transition.
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State initialization and detection are essential for quantum information pro-

cessing. The initialization of the ion in state 2S1/2 |F = 0,mF = 0〉 ≡ |0〉 is

performed by another 369.53 nm beam that is phase-modulated by an EOM at

2.105 GHz, which matches the hyperfine splitting of 2P1/2 state. The carrier of

the EOM couples resonantly the transition 2S1/2 |F = 1〉 −→ 2P1/2 |F = 0〉, while

the positive first order couples the transition 2S1/2 |F = 1〉 −→ 2P1/2 |F = 1〉.

The ion is pumped into the dark state |0〉 after scattering a few photons (see

Fig. 2.4) with almost unit fidelity. The same beam with the EOM switched off

is used for state detection. The ion scatters many photons if it is in state 2S1/2

|F = 1,mF = 0〉 ≡ |1〉 and few photons if the ion is in state |0〉 (see Fig. 2.4).

The overall photon detection effeciency in our setup is around 0.08%. We

experimentally choose the detection-beam power such that, if the ion is in state

|1〉, we can collect 10 photons on average during 1 ms. We set the photon-number

threshold to be 2, i.e. if more than two photons are detected, the ion is defined

to be in state |1〉; otherwise, the ion is defined to be in state |0〉. The detection

fidelity for state |1〉 is 97.5%, while the detection fidelity for state |0〉 is 99.4%.

For efficient cooling and state manipulation of 171Yb+, the 369.53 nm laser is

stabilized in frequency to well within the linewidth of the main transition. To

achieve this, the fundamental laser before the frequency doubling, i.e. 739.06 nm

laser, is locked to a cavity using Pound-Drever-Hall techniques [9; 35]. The length

of this cavity is then stabilized to an absolute frequency reference in iodine using

saturated-absorption spectrocopy.

For more details of the laser system regarding Doppler cooling, state initial-

ization and detection of 171Yb+, see [108].
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2.3.3 Compensation of micromotion

Once the ion is Doppler cooled, its micromotion can be detected and compen-

sated. The horizontal or vertical shift of ion’s position from the nodal line causes

excess micromotion along the same direction. For detection of micromotion along

horizontal (vertical) direction only, we align the cooling laser in the horizontal

(vertical) plane (with substantial projection along radial direction) and monitor

the modulation of the fluorescence rate induced by Doppler shift with a time-to-

digital converter (TDC) [6]. The TDC is synchronized with the trap rf signal and

is triggered once every four cycles while the detection of the arrival of a photon

serves as the stop pulse. Since the rf frequency is much larger than the counting

rate of the collected photons, the probability to detect one more photon after the

stop pulse owing to the first photon is negligible. It means that the probabil-

ity to detect a photon is uniform over the time interval between two successive

triggers when the modulated Doppler shift due to micromtion is absent. When

micromotion is present, however, the TDC histogram as a function of the delay

between the start and stop is a sinusoidal curve with the same frequency as the

trap rf signal. One can extract a modulation amplitude as an indication of the

amplitude of the micromotion, i.e. the radial displacement of the ion from the

nodal line.

Independent contol of the DC voltages of two neighboring rods offers full

control of this radial displacement. One can shift the ion’s equilibrium position

horizontally or vertically in the radial plane independently by scanning the differ-

ence or sum of these two voltages. With a computer-contolled digital-to-analog

converter (DAC), the scanning is automated, and so is finding the minimum mod-

ulation amplitude of the TDC histogram for a single ion (for fixed number of stop
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pulses, i.e. detected photons). We can compensate the micromotion on a daily

basis (to the level of 2 mV on the rods) in about one minute.

2.4 Cooling to the motional ground state

2.4.1 Theory

After Doppler cooling, the ion’s (kinetic and potential) energy is around ~Γ/2.

It corresonds to a mean phonon number

〈n〉 ∼ Γ/(2ωt) . (2.26)

For a typical atomic ion and a typical trapping frequency, this corresponds to a

few phonons. For Yb+ and a trapping frequency of around 1 MHz used in this

thesis, 〈n〉 ∼ 10. The motional state after Doppler cooling is a mixed state and

the phonon number follows a thermal distribution [73; 95]

Pn =
n̄n

(n̄+ 1)n+1
. (2.27)

The motional state at this level can only show limited quantum effects. A higher

population of ground state is required as a prerequisite for preparation of other

nonclassical states [95]. Note that Doppler cooling is always applied first to pre-

cool the ion, followed by whatever scheme is used later for ground state cooling.

Cooling to the ground state has been achieved before by sideband cooling [30;

77; 113; 118], Raman sideband cooling [18; 29; 47; 98], eletromagnetic induced

transparency (EIT) cooling [84; 100; 117], cavity sideband cooling [76; 146] and

microwave radiation cooling [31; 64; 111; 148] (see Chapter 5). All these schemes
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rely on the coupling of the motional states of the ion to its internal states. And

it is essential to resolve the sidebands due to the ion’s motion in the trap for all

of them.

|1>

|2>

|1>

|3>
(a) (b)

|2>

Δ

Figure 2.5: Single-photon transition and Raman transition. (a) A narrowband
laser drives a single-photon transition |1〉 −→ |2〉 directly. (b) States |1〉 and |2〉
are Raman coupled via a (virtual) excited state |3〉 by two phase-locked lasers.
Both lasers are detuned from the excited state by ∆.

Sideband cooling and Raman sideband cooling are the two most widely used

methods for ground state cooling. For sideband cooling, a very narrow transition

(on the order of a few Hz), usually dipole forbidden, is driven with a narrowband

laser. For Raman sideband cooling, the transition between states |1〉 and |2〉

(both are usually sublevels of ground states) is driven with a pair of phase-locked

lasers that are detuned from an excited state |3〉 (see Fig. 2.5). It can be shown

that Raman transition is formally equivalent to a narrow single-photon transition

by adiabatically eliminating the third near-resonant excited state |3〉 [73]. The

wave vector will be replaced by an effective one

keff = k1 − k2 , (2.28)
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where k1 and k2 are wave vectors of the Raman beams. When both Raman beams

are detuned from state |3〉 by the same amount ∆, the effective Rabi frequency

is [20]

Ωeff =
Ω1Ω2

2∆
, (2.29)

where Ω1 and Ω2 are the Rabi frequencies of the transitions |1〉 −→ |3〉 and

|2〉 −→ |3〉, respectively. The effective width of |1〉 and |2〉, coming from the

off-resonant scattering of level |3〉, is on the order of γΩeff/∆, where γ is the

width of |3〉 [20].

In the following theoretical description of the coupling between motional and

internal states, we will use the single-photon transition for simplicity. The treat-

ment of the Raman transition is similar and in the experiments described in this

thesis we will use Raman transitions for sideband cooling.

Classically the sidebands arise from the periodic frequency modulation of the

laser seen in the rest frame of the ion owing to the Doppler effect [155; 156].

Instead of a monochromatic light, the ion confined in the trap with a trapping

frequency ωt sees a range of frequencies which consist of the initial frequency

(carrier) and a series of sidebands separated by trapping frequency. When the

frequency of a sideband is smaller (greater) than carrier by nωt, we call it the

n-th red (blue) sideband. Suppose a single ion oscillates inside the trap with an

amplitude of ∆x, then the maximum speed vmax can be calculated using

1

2
mv2

max =
1

2
mω2

t∆x
2 , (2.30)

which leads to

vmax = ωt∆x . (2.31)
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The amplitude of frequency modulation due to the Doppler effect is

∆ω = kvmax

=
2πωt∆x

λ
, (2.32)

and the frequency modulation index β = ∆ω/ωt is

β =
2π

λ
∆x . (2.33)

The intensities of the carrier and sidebands follow the Bessel function of the

first kind 1 (see Fig. 5.3). It is proportional to βn for the nth sideband when β is

small compared to unity. This sets a lower limit for β. Given that the oscillation

amplitude of the ion is typically on the order of 10 nm after Doppler cooling, this

limit mainly constrains the field wavelength. For long-wavelength radiation, like

microwave, the sidebands can not be driven efficiently because β is much smaller

than unity. For the hyperfine splitting of electronic ground state of 171Yb+, the

corresponding transition frequency is 12.6 GHz, the wavelength is 2.38 cm and β

is on the order of 10−7.

On the other hand, for large values of the frequency modulation index β, some

sidebands may also be driven with low efficiencies. This is because the intensities

1The frequency modulation is equivalent to phase modulation since the accumulated phase
in frequency modulation is∫ t

0

(ωl + ∆ω cos(ωt t)) dt = ωl t+ β sin(ωt t) , (2.34)

where ωl is the laser frequency in the lab frame. The sidebands and their intensities can be
extracted from

ei(ωl t+β sin(ωt t)) =

n=∞∑
n=−∞

Jn(β)ei(ωl+nωt)t , (2.35)

where Jn(β) is the n-th Bessel function of the first kind.
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of the sidebands do not increase monotonically with β when the modulation index

is on the order of 1. They can even have zero points, which correspond to missing

sidebands. For example, for the first red sideband, J1(β) = 0 for β ≈ 3.8. If

β > 3.8 and we use the first red sideband to perform sideband cooling, instead of

ground state, the ion will be “trapped” in the state where β ≈ 3.8. Given that

the typical wavelength of the light is on the order of hundreds of nanometers, this

limit mainly constrains the oscillation amplitude where efficient sideband cooling

can be achieved.

In the quantum mechanical treatment, the oscillation amplitude should be

replaced by the spatial extent of the wave function of the ion. For the state |n〉

with n phonons, the size of the wave packet is

xn =
√
〈n|x2|n〉

=
√
x2

0〈n|(â+ â†)2|n〉

=
√

2n+ 1x0 , (2.36)

where x0 =
√

~/(2mωt) is the spatial extent of the ground-state wave function,

â and â† are the annihilation and creation operators, respectively. The regime

when

kxn � 1 (2.37)

is called Lamb-Dicke regime [73], a regime of strong localization. It corresponds

to the upper limit of the frequency modulation index in our classical description.

A parameter

η = kx0 (2.38)

is called Lamb-Dicke parameter. It resembles the classical frequency modulation
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index β when the ion is in the ground state.

All the experiments that demonstrated ground state cooling have an initial

Doppler cooling stage that pre-cool the trapped ions to the Lamb-Dicke regime.

For a given linewidth of a transition used in Doppler cooling, the Lamb-Dicke

criterion sets a lower limit for the trapping frequency for efficient sideband cooling.

Combining Eqn. 2.26, 2.36 and 2.37, we obtain

ωt � keff

√
~Γ

2m
. (2.39)

For 171Yb+, inserting Γ/(2π) = 19.6 MHz and keff =
√

2k ≈
√

2× 2π/375nm 1,

we obtain

ωt � 2π × 570 kHz . (2.40)

If the trapping frequency satisfies this condition, the ion after Doppler cooling is

in the Lamb-Dicke regime.

It is worth mentioning that the strong localization regime, or Lamb-Dicke

regime, also implies a low probability to change the motional state after spon-

taneously emitting a photon. Once the first red sideband is resolved and has

reasonable intensity, one tunes the laser at this frequency. The ion absorbs one

photon of energy ~(ωa − ωt), bringing the ion to the excited state and at the

same time removing one motional quanta. When the ion spontaneously emits a

photon and returns to the ground state, its vibrational energy may, in general,

increase or decrease. The average change of vibrational energy is the recoil energy

R = ~2k2/(2m). The condition for cooling to occur is that the recoil energy R is

1In our case, two Raman beams around 375 nm are perpendicular to each other.
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smaller than the energy of a motional quanta ~ωt [156], i.e.

~2k2

2m
� ~ωt , (2.41)

which leads to

k

√
~

2mωt
� 1 , (2.42)

i.e.

2π

λ
x0 = η � 1 . (2.43)

This condition is clearly satisfied if the ion is in the Lamb-Dicke regime. We

emphasize that it is only a necessary condition for the system to achieve ground

state cooling.

The condition of localization can also be recast in the momentum space [20]

∆x� λ

2π
=⇒ ∆p =

~
∆x
� 2π~

λ
= ~k . (2.44)

This formula means that the momentum dispersion of the ion is much larger than

the photon recoil momentum. It suggests that the wave functions in phase space

before and after the photon recoil almost overlap with each other. Consequently,

the transition without changing the motional state, i.e. the carrier, dominates

over the sidebands.

At last, we would like to point out that, in some sense, sideband cooling is still

one kind of Doppler cooling, but it is performed at a very weakly allowed tran-

sition so that Γ� ωt. Instead of treating the photon absorptions and emissions

as occurring instantly, we consider the coherence during successive oscillations,

which gives rise to sidebands [155]. However, it is still the asymmetry in the
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photon absorption and the symmetry in the photon emission that gives rise to

dissipation 1. In this case, the cooling limit is not ~Γ/2 any more, simply because

it is lower than the lowest energy that quantum mechanics allows for a harmonic

oscillator, i.e. ~ωt/2. Instead it is 〈n〉min ' (Γ/(2ωt))
2 � 1 [98; 155]. In prac-

tice, a transition at such a low rate is usually not capable of achieving ground

state cooling due to the presence of other heating effects. This is overcome by

oversaturating this transition and coupling the upper state via a fast transition

to another high-lying state that is strongly coupled to the ground state. It effec-

tively “lends some width” to a narrow transition and recycles to the ground state

very rapidly [131].

For the full quantum mechanical treatment of internal and motional states

coupling, see [73; 131]. We only outline the derivation here.

The Hamiltonian of the system can be written in three parts

Ĥ = ĤA + ĤM + ĤI , (2.45)

where ĤA, ĤM and ĤI describe the internal electronic level of the ion, the mo-

tional Hamiltonian and interactions mediated by the applied laser fields, respec-

tively. We can write down the expressions of these parts as

ĤA = ~ωaσ̂z , (2.46)

ĤM = ~ωt(a†a+ 1/2) , (2.47)

ĤI = ~Ω
2

(σ̂+ + σ̂−)
(
eiη(a+a†)e−iωlt + e−iη(a+a†)eiωlt

)
, (2.48)

where σ̂z = |e〉〈e| − |g〉〈g| is the Pauli matrix, ωl is the laser frequency, Ω is

1This is not true in cavity sideband cooling, where the asymmetry in photon emission leads
to dissipation [146] .
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the Rabi frequency characterizing the coupling between |g〉 and |e〉 driven by the

laser, σ̂+ = |e〉〈g|, and σ̂− = |g〉〈e|.

Transforming into the interaction picture with free Hamiltonian Ĥ0 = ĤA +

ĤM and the interaction ĤI , we obtain

Ĥint = e(i/~)Ĥ0tĤIe
−(i/~)Ĥ0t . (2.49)

Making the rotating-wave approximation (neglecting the term ωl + ωa),

Ĥint =
~Ω

2
eiη(âe−iωtt+â†eiωtt)σ̂+e

−iδt +H.c. , (2.50)

where δ = ωl − ωa is the detuning and H.c. refers to Hermitian conjugate.

After Taylor expansion of this expression and making rotating wave approxi-

mation again, we get expressions describing the sidebands of the transitions. In

Lamb-Dicke regime in particular, the dominant terms are

for δ = 0, Ĥint = ~Ω
2

(σ̂+ + σ̂−) ; (2.51)

for δ = −ωt, Ĥint = ~Ω
2
η(âσ̂+ + â†σ̂−) ; (2.52)

for δ = ωt, Ĥint = ~Ω
2
η(â†σ̂+ + âσ̂−) ; (2.53)

which characterize the carrier, the first order red sideband and the first order

blue sideband, respectively.

The corresponding Rabi frequencies in the Lamb-Dicke regime to the lowest
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phonon-number-dependent order are1:

Ωn,n = Ω (1− η2 n) (carrier) ; (2.54)

Ωn−1,n =
√
n ηΩ (red sideband) ; (2.55)

Ωn+1,n =
√
n+ 1 ηΩ (blue sideband) ; (2.56)

where Ωm,n characterizes the transition from state with n phonons to m phonons.

2.4.2 Experimental realization of ground state cooling

We use Raman transitions to perform the motional ground state cooling. Raman

transitions are typically achieved using two phased-locked laser beams that are

separated in frequency domain by the energy difference of the states to be cou-

pled. It requires either two lasers that are phase-locked or a single laser that is

modulated at high frequency, which is technically demanding.

For the experiments presented in this thesis, a picosecond mode-locked pulsed

laser, i.e. a frequency comb, is used to bridge the large frequency gap [15; 47;

97]. Frequency scanning over one repetition rate νr is sufficient to address the

transitions within the pulse bandwidth ν (see Fig. 2.6). For a typical picosecond

mode-locked pulsed laser, the repetition rate is νt ∼ 100 MHz and the bandwidth

is ν ∼ 300 GHz.

In some sense, every single comb tooth works as an individual laser and they

are phase-locked naturally by the laser mode-locking. The Raman transition is

driven by absorption from one comb tooth and stimulated emission into another.

These two comb teeth may come from either a single beam or two beams from

1For exact expressions, see Eqn. (70) in reference [73].
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ω

δAOM

(a)

(b)

Beam 1

76 MHz

Figure 2.6: Raman coupling with a picosecond mode-locked pulsed laser. (a)
Scheme of the experimental setup. The emitted light from a mode-locked
Ti:sapphire (Ti:sapph) laser is frequency-doubled by a LBO crystal. It is then
split into two and sent through two AOMs (AO1 and AO2 in the figure) to gen-
erate a relative frequency offset δAOM between two beams. The beams are then
focused into the ion from two different directions to couple the modes of interest.
To achieve stable frequency difference between two comb teeth, the repetition
rate of the laser is phase-locked to a stable local oscillator by a feedback control-
ling a piezo mounted on one of the laser cavity mirrors. (b) By controlling the
relative frequency offset of two beams δAOM, states with separation ω0 � δAOM

can be Raman coupled. The laser power is utilized efficiently due to the equal
spacing of neighboring comb teeth.
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different directions. In the latter case the motional states of the ion are coupled

to its internal states as described previously. The equal spacing between neigh-

boring comb teeth makes it a very convenient tool, because once the frequency

difference between one pair of comb teeth matches the desired energy difference,

for any other comb tooth, one can always find one comb tooth satisfying the

same condition, as shown in Fig. 2.6(b). This ensures that the power is utilized

efficiently. We phase-lock the repetition rate to a stable rf source (Stanford Re-

search, SG382) to make sure that the frequency difference between different comb

teeth is stable (see Fig. 2.6(a)). It is worth pointing out that the carrier-envelope

phase need not to be locked since the absolute frequency is irrelevant for the

Raman transition.

The Raman lasers (Raman beam 1 and Raman beam 2) couple the hyperfine

states (see Fig. 2.7) in the electronic ground state of 171Yb+, i.e. 2S1/2 |F =

0,mF = 0〉 ≡ |0〉 and 2S1/2 |F = 1,mF = 0〉 ≡ |1〉. Fig. 2.7 shows energy

levels involved. States |0〉 and |1〉 are Raman coupled through the excited 2P1/2

state (coupling to 2P3/2 is negligible due to the large detuning > 100 THz). The

corresponding Rabi frequency is [153]

Ωeff =
1

4~2

∑
i

〈1|d·E2ε̂2|i〉〈i|d·E1ε̂1|0〉
∆i

(2.57)

where d is the electric dipole operator, E1(2)ε̂1(2) characterizes the laser field with

E1(2) the electric field amplitude and ε̂1(2) the polarization of Raman beam 1

(Raman beam 2), |i〉 are the virtual intermediate states of the Raman process

and ∆i are the corresponding detunings from the real transitions (see Fig. 2.7).

An additional simplification arises from the fact that the coupling via π light is

forbidden by selection rules. This is because neither the transition |0〉 ←→ 2P1/2
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F=0

σσσ ++ --
11 2 2

|0>
|1>
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Figure 2.7: Raman coupling between states |0〉 and |1〉. Selection rules simplify
the Raman coupling, leaving only the red-line states involved. The Raman de-
tuning ∆ is usually between 10 THz to 30 THz in this thesis. σ+,−

1, 2 refers to the
desired Raman beam (beam 1 or beam 2) and its polariztion (σ+ orσ−) to drive
the Raman transition |0〉 −→ |1〉.

|F = 0,mF = 0〉 nor the transition |1〉 ←→ 2P1/2 |F = 1,mF = 0〉 can be

driven by π light since the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in both cases are zero. It

indicates that both Raman beams should be linearly polarized and perpendicular

to the magnetic field to minimize the projection along π polarization. It also

simplifies Eqn. 2.57 since only two intermediate states coupled via σ+ and σ−

light need to be considered (see Fig. 2.7). By calculating Eqn. 2.57 with proper

Clebsch-Gordan coefficients indicated in Fig. 2.7 by blue arrows, we know that the

polarization direction of these two beams should be perpendicular to each other

to make sure that the coupling through two channels interferes constructively.
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To produce the Raman beams, the output of a 1.6 W mode-locked Ti:Sapphire

laser (pulse duration 3 ps, repetition rate 76 MHz) is frequency-doubled by a

Lithium triborate (LBO) crystal, generating about 200 mW of light at 375 nm or

so (we change the wavelength from experiment to experiment, the detuning ∆i

is typically larger than 10 THz). The resulting beam is then split into two, sent

through two separate acousto-optical modulators (AOMs), and focused to a beam

waist of 15 µm at the ion position. We change the directions of the beams from

experiment to experiment to make sure that the modes of interest are coupled.

The path lengths of the two beams are matched to a precision much better than

the picosecond pulse length with a homemade retroreflector that can change the

path length of one of the beams 1. The polarizations of the two beams are set

to be linear and mutually orthogonal to each other and to the magnetic field to

precision better than one percent with a quarter waveplate followed by a half

waveplate in each beam.

To achieve sideband cooling, we first apply 1 ms of Doppler cooling to pre-

cool the ion to the Lamb-Dicke regime. We then typically apply 150 or so Raman

pulses at the first order red sideband. Each pulse is followed by 5 µs of optical

pumping to reinitialize the ion back in the |0〉 state. The duration of the Raman

pulse is increased (determined by the Rabi frequency Ω0,1 in Eqn. 2.55, initial

phonon number after Doppler cooling and number of pulses applied) during the

sideband cooling sequence to account for the decreased Rabi frequency of the

sideband transition as the mean phonon number decreases.

For the experiments presented in this thesis, we can cool all the modes of

1Two fast photodiodes (Hamamatsu Photonics, G4176-03) placed at equal distances from
the trap center are used to detect the arrival times of the pulses from two beams. The detected
arrival times are compared using an oscilloscope (LeCroy, WaveRunner 610Zi) with precision
better than the pulse duration. The path lengths are then fine-tuned to optimize the Rabi
frequency of the Raman transition.
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interest below 〈n〉 ∼ 0.05 phonons. The heating rates of radial normal modes for

171Yb+ are measured to be around 35/s at the trapping frequency of 1 MHz or

so, while the heating rate for axial mode is around 20/s at the trapping frequency

of 0.6 MHz.
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Chapter 3

Quantum logic for the control

and manipulation of molecular

ions using a frequency comb

A frequency comb laser field can be used to couple internal quantum states of

an ion and its motion. This coupling has recently been experimentally demon-

strated for hyperfine states of atomic Yb+ ion [47]. Due to the large bandwidth

and precise control afforded by the frequency comb, it is particularly suitable

for addressing multiple molecular energy levels [132]. This allows us to apply

“quantum logic” ideas for control and manipulation of molecular states that were

initially developed for quantum logic gates in ion trap quantum computing, and

subsequently used for precision spectroscopy with atomic ions [120; 125; 126].

In this chapter, based on such quantum logic techniques [33; 120; 125; 126], we

propose an experimental scheme to prepare, manipulate and detect the internal

states of a cold trapped molecular ion.
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(b)

Beam 1

Beam 2

(a)

Modelocked 

pulsed laser

AOM1 AOM2

Figure 3.1: The proposed experimental setup. (a) Light emitted by a modelocked
pulsed laser with repetition rate frep is split into two beams, sent through acousto-
optical modulators to offset the relative frequency between two beams by νAO and
incident upon the atomic and molecular ions from two different directions. (b)
Spectrum of the frequency combs. If resonance conditions are satisfied the setup
can drive a stimulated Raman transition between a pair of energy levels ∆ω apart.

3.1 Model

The experimental setup that we consider is shown in Fig. 6.1. We confine a

diatomic molecular ion together with an atomic ion in a standard rf-Paul trap.

Due to Coulomb interaction, the atomic and molecular ions share common modes

of motion. The motion of the molecular and atomic ions are cooled to the ground

state by sideband cooling [98]. Two laser beams generated by a modelocked pulsed

laser with a repetition rate frep are offset by frequency νAO with acousto-optical

modulators and focused on the ions from two different directions.

In order to drive a stimulated Raman transition between two quantum states

separated by ∆ω, the repetition rate frep and offset frequency νAO should satisfy

the resonance condition

∆ω = Mfrep ± νAO. (3.1)

Here the integer number M is the comb index. The time averaged resonance Rabi
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frequency between two states coupled by an off-resonance pulsed laser is [47]

Ω = Ω0

(
∆ωτ

e∆ωτ/2 − e−∆ωτ/2

)
, (3.2)

where τ is the pulse duration, Ω0 = sγ2/2∆, and s = Ī/Isat, Ī is the average

intensity, Isat is the saturation intensity, ∆ is the detuning of the pulsed laser

from an excited state, and γ is the excited state decay rate. The Rabi flop-

ping is suppressed if the energy splitting between two states ∆ω is greater than

the bandwidth of the pulsed laser 1/τ . The typical pulse duration of a mode-

locked Ti:sapphire pulsed laser on the order of 100 fs - 1 ps provides sufficient

bandwidth to address transitions between rotational and hyperfine states in a

molecule. Pulses from both directions should arrive at the position of the ions

at the same time, therefore the path length difference between two arms cannot

exceed cτ (about 30 µm for a 100 fs pulse). This is similar to the requirement on

the path length difference in say, parametric down conversion experiments [53].

The Rabi flopping signal between two hyperfine “clock” states of the atomic ion

can serve as an alignment tool to ensure the overlap between two pulses at the

location of the ions.

To address the motion of the ions we detune the spectral beat note between

the two laser beams from the two photon resonance between molecular states

|m1〉 and |m2〉 by ωt, the frequency of a common motional mode. In this case the

interaction Hamiltonian in the Lamb-Dicke limit has the form [157]

ĤI = ~ηΩ(a†σ− + aσ+) (3.3)

where a+ (a) is the phonon creation (annihilation) operator for the common
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mode of motion of two ions, and σ+ = |m1〉〈m2| (σ− = |m2〉〈m1|) is the raising

(lowering) operator for the transition. The change in the molecular quantum

state is accompanied by a simultaneous change of the motional state of the ions.

In the ground state of motion, the Rabi frequency of a transition is equal to

Ωs = ηΩ, where η = k
√
~/2mωt is the Lamb-Dicke parameter, and k is the wave

vector difference between the two laser beams.

The state of the molecular ion can be detected using aforementioned quantum

logic techniques [120; 126]. If the atomic and molecular ions were initially in a

ground state of motion, driving a Raman transition that couples the state of the

molecular ion |m1〉 to a collective motional mode of the ions generates a phonon

if the molecular ion was in the state |m1〉, and does not change the motion if

the molecular ion was in any other state. The phonon can be detected later by

coupling the motion of the ions to the spin of an atomic ion, followed by the

atomic ion state detection using standard fluorescence technique.

Due to the periodic structure of the frequency comb, scanning the offset fre-

quency νAO produces a spectrum that repeats itself every frep. Measurement of

the absolute energy difference between two states therefore requires knowledge of

both the offset frequency νAO and the comb index M . The latter can be deter-

mined by measuring the spectrum as a function of the offset frequency νAO for

several slightly different repetition rates and comparing the results [138].

We can also prepare a molecular ion in a well defined quantum state by cou-

pling the internal and motional degrees of freedom. We start with atomic and

molecular ions in the ground state of motion after sideband cooling and drive the

J, n = 0→ J − 2, n = 1 Raman transition in the molecule, where n is number of

phonons in a given motional mode (see Fig. 3.2). If the ions are in the ground

state of motion, decrease of the angular momentum via the J, n = 0→ J−2, n = 1
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Figure 3.2: Cooling of molecular rotational states. (a) Stimulated Raman tran-
sition is driven on a “blue” motional sideband so that Raman transition from
rotational state J to J − 2 adds one phonon to the motional mode of the ions.
(b) If the molecule is cooled to the ground state of motion and phonons are con-
tinuously removed by sideband cooling of a co-trapped atomic ion, transitions
that increase J are not allowed, leading to an efficient build up of the population
in the J = 0 and J = 1 states.
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transition is allowed. However, the opposite transition J − 2→ J is not allowed,

since it requires subtracting motional energy from the ions that are already in the

ground state. If after each step phonons are removed from the trap by sideband

cooling, the angular momentum J of the molecule decreases, leading to a buildup

of population in the J = 0 or J = 1 state.

It is interesting to note that this cooling scheme can be made more efficient if

we use the periodic structure of a frequency comb. For example, the proper choice

of repetition rate and offset frequency allows us to drive transitions between at

least two pairs of levels at the same time. In some special cases, for example,

heavy molecules with no hyperfine structure confined in a tight trap, when the

centrifugal distortion constant D is small compared to the rotational constant B,

the splitting between energy levels

E(J + 2)− E(J) ' 6B

(
(1 + 6

D

B
) + 4J(1 + 15

D

B
) + 4

D

B
(9J2 + 2J3)

)
(3.4)

increases almost linearly with J and can be matched to the periodic structure

of a frequency comb, which allows even more pairs of levels to be addressed

simultaneously. This can speed up the cooling process even if the Rabi frequencies

are not the same for different pairs of levels, since the transition will always result

in the net decrease of the angular momentum J even if a perfect π - pulse for

every transition is not produced simultaneously.

The number of Zeeman sublevels in the J+2 state is larger than in the state J ,

therefore it is impossible to couple all the sublevels of the upper state to the lower

one simultaneously via a Raman transition, which leads to population trapping

in the states with higher angular momentum. To avoid it we can alternate the

polarization of the Raman beams between several configurations to make sure
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that all sub-levels in the upper J + 2 state are coupled to the sublevels of the

lower J state. Alternatively, we can apply a weak magnetic field to mix the

Zeeman sublevels. However, the latter approach is less desirable since Zeeman

splitting can increase the number of energy levels one has to address.

3.2 Possible implementation

As a possible first step towards the implementation of this scheme, we consider

a SiO+ molecular ion trapped together with an Yb+ atomic ion. The spectral

properties of SiO+ are known [14; 136]. The wavelength for the A2Π(ν = 0) →

B2Σ+(ν = 0) transition is about 414 nm, and the X2Σ+(ν = 0)→ B2Σ+(ν = 0)

transition wavelength is near 383 nm, close to the 370 nm transition of atomic Yb+

ion. Nearly diagonal Franck-Condon factors for the X2Σ+(ν = 0) → B2Σ+(ν =

0) transition in SiO+ maximize the two-photon Rabi frequency. The absence of

hyperfine structure for the most abundant molecule Si28O16 simplifies the energy

level structure.

The energy of rotational states in the ground electronic state X and vibra-

tional state ν = 0 is EX(J) = BJ(J+1)+DJ2(J+1)2, where for SiO+ B = 21.51

GHz and D = 33.1 kHz [14]. At room temperature about 98% of population is

distributed among states with angular momentum from J = 0 to J = 35 of the

lowest vibrational state ν = 0. While it is still possible to apply the cooling

scheme described in the paper directly, the large number of populated levels and

magnetic fields can significantly increase the number of required cooling steps.

Therefore some initial cooling of the rotational degrees of freedom is desirable.

One approach to decrease the number of populated rotational states is optical

pumping with spectrally shaped broadband light [83; 104; 143], as demonstrated
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Figure 3.3: Optical pumping scheme for SiO+ molecule. The P (J → J − 1
transitions), and R-branched (J → J+1 for the SiO+ molecule are well separated.
Number of populated rotational states in a molecule can be reduced using optical
pumping with spectrally filtered broadband light that excites J → J −1, but not
J → J + 1).
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in [82]. For the X2Σ+(ν = 0) → B2Σ+(ν = 0) transition in SiO+, the R (J →

J + 1 transitions) and P (J → J − 1 transitions) branches are well separated

(see Fig. 3.3). Light with intensity dI/dλ = 1mW/nm can be produced by a

gas discharge lamp or a femtosecond pulsed laser, and spectral filtering with a

resolution better than 0.2 nm is achievable with a diffraction grating. Focusing

this light into a 50 µm spot provides a scattering rate of about 105 photons per

second. This scattering rate can decrease the number of populated rotational

states to less than 10 in about a millisecond for final preparation of states with

quantum logic schemes.

For a realistic average intensity of the modelocked pulsed laser at the ion

position of about 1000 W/cm2, laser detuning ∆/2π = 20 THz, lifetime of B2Σ+

excited state 1/γ = 70 ns, and saturation intensity of the molecular transition

Isat = 45 W / m2 one can expect the time averaged Rabi frequency (3.2) on the

carrier transition to be Ω0/2π = 0.2 MHz. For a Lamb-Dicke parameter η = 0.1,

the duration of the π pulse on a sideband transition of a molecule is about 100 µs.

The sideband cooling step should have a comparable duration. Assuming that

the rotational population is distributed among the 10 lowest J states, and that it

takes about 10 cycles to bring the population from J to J − 2 level, we estimate

the total cooling time to be on the order of 20 ms which is much faster than the

∼ 20 s achievable by alternative schemes that rely on blackbody radiation for

repumping between rotational states [127; 137].

Spontaneous emission will likely remove the molecule out of the cooling cycle

and leave it in a different rotational, or even different vibrational state. Assuming

that the bandwidth of the mode locked pulsed laser ∼ 1/τ << ∆ the rate of

spontaneous emission can be estimated as Rs = 2γΩ/∆ = 0.3 s−1, much slower

than the duration of the cooling sequence.
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Another mechanism lowering the efficency of the cooling protocol is the acci-

dental coincidence between the Raman sideband transition from the J to J − 2

state and the J−1→ J+1 transition that can populate angular momentum levels

that have already been depopulated. However the probability of this coincidence,

assuming only NJ = 10 lowest rotational levels are populated, is relatively low:

p ∼ 4NJΩ0/(2πfrep) ' 0.1,

where frep ' 80MHz is a typical repetition rate of a modelocked pulsed laser.

This coincidence can be avoided by the proper choice of the laser repetition rate

or a decrease in the Raman laser power.

The accidental coincidence between different transitions driven by a frequency

comb can also present a problem during state detection. However, one can always

optimize the repetition rate of the pulse laser to avoid this coincidence for the

particular state. Another problem that can limit a state detection fidelity is a non-

perfect sideband cooling, or the ion heating during the experimental sequence,

which introduces an error during the coupling of internal and motional states.

Nevertheless, at the end of the protocol, the molecule is left in one of two known

rotational states and, similar to [120; 126], the state detection protocol can be

repeated several times to improve the fidelity.
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Chapter 4

Zeeman-splitting-assisted

quantum-logic spectroscopy of

trapped ions

In this chapter, we will first describe the proposal and experimental demonstra-

tion using two atomic ions a state detection technique employing state-dependent

magnetic g-factors, which in turn show distinct Zeeman splittings. It is then

followed by our current progress towards the implementation of this scheme to

the molecular ion SiO+. Such “Zeeman-splitting-assisted quantum logic spec-

troscopy” (ZS-QLS) uses lasers far-detuned from one-photon transitions to drive

Raman transitions between Zeeman sublevels, hence does not require any scat-

tering from the spectroscopy ion. Being a Raman version of the original imple-

mentation of QLS [126], ZS-QLS uses long-lived Zeeman sublevels instead of a

metastable electronic excited state. Nevertheless, ZS-QLS as a state detection

method can be combined with other techniques (e.g. laser excitation) to perform

spectroscopy in the optical domain.
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4.1 Model

To implement ZS-QLS, one begins with a Doppler-cooled logic ion (L) that sym-

pathetically cools a spectroscopy ion (S). Together, they form a two-ion crystal

and share common modes of motion. The motional modes along one direction

are cooled to the ground state of motion by sideband cooling the logic ion.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of Zeeman-splitting quantum logic spectroscopy for gJ < 0.
(a) Both the logic ion (L) and its co-trapped spectroscopy ion (S) are sideband-
cooled to the ground motional state. To probe if the spectroscopy ion is in
the J = 1/2 state regardless of its distribution amongst the Zeeman sublevels,
(b) a blue sideband of the Zeeman transition is applied, followed by (c) the
corresponding red sideband. A mixture of one and two phonons can then be
excited. (d) The presence of phonons is detected by driving the red sideband of
the logic qubit transition | ↓〉 → | ↑〉 and measuring the logic ion fluorescence.

To probe the Zeeman splitting of the spectroscopy ion in a state of angular

momentum J and magnetic g-factor gJ < 0, a pair of Raman lasers are applied

such that their frequency difference δbsb is blue detuned by one normal mode

frequency ωn from the Zeeman splitting |gJ |µBB (µB is the Bohr magneton)

(Fig. 4.1b). For an ion initialized in the state |J,mJ〉 where the magnetic quantum

number mJ is less than J , a phonon will be added to the motion of the ion crystal

with high probability. However, if the spectroscopy ion is initially in the state

|J,mJ = J〉, the blue-sideband pulse would not have added any phonons. One

therefore needs to apply a red-sideband Raman pulse δrsb to add any phonons

(Fig. 4.1c) 1. Applying the blue and red sideband pulses sequentially ensures

1 For an ion driven to the |J,mJ + 1〉 state after the first Zeeman blue-sideband pulse, the
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that phonons can be excited regardless of the probability distribution between

the Zeeman sublevels. ZS-QLS can also be applied to states of gJ > 0, in which

case the first Zeeman blue-sideband pulse addresses all states |J,mJ > −J〉 and

the red-sideband pulse ensures that |J,mJ = −J〉 is addressed.

Finally, the presence of phonons are detected with the logic ion, which fluo-

resces brightly when its internal state is successfully flipped upon driving the red

motional sideband of the logic qubit transition (Fig. 4.1d). Since the red-sideband

Rabi frequencies for one- and two-phonon states are different (see Eqn. 2.55), one

has to choose a pulse time that maximizes the overall detection probability.

If the two-photon Raman detuning is far from the Zeeman splitting of the

chosen state, no phonons are added and the logic ion remains dark. Likewise,

if the spectroscopy ion resides in a state of different magnetic g-factor from the

chosen two-photon Raman transition, the logic ion also remains dark.

The suitability of ZS-QLS for a given atomic or molecular species depends

on three main factors: I. the lifetime of the state whose Zeeman splitting is

being probed must be long enough to resolve the motional sidebands; II. the

spectroscopy ion must have states of different magnetic g-factors; III. the Zeeman

splitting betweenmJ sublevels in a given J state should not overlap with splittings

from other J states. Given that a large class of molecular ions possess rotational

states that are relatively long-lived (satisfying I) and have different g-factors

(satisfying II), we now examine the applicability of ZS-QLS to molecular ions in

greater detail.

In molecular ions, the magnetic g-factor comes from three contributions: the

electron (spin and orbital) angular momentum, nuclei spin, and molecule rotation.

subsequent red-sideband pulse can drive the ion to the |J,mJ +2〉 (if available) or |J,mJ〉 state,
thereby removing or adding another phonon. Nevertheless, the combined action of the Zeeman
blue and red sideband pulses serves to excite a phonon with high probability.
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The second and third contributions are small (on the order of 1/1840 compared

to the first contribution). In the absence of hyperfine splitting, we can focus on

the first contribution.

For states of Hund’s coupling case (a), the dependence of gJ on the rotational

level J goes as [51]

gJ =
(Λ + 2Σ)(Λ + Σ)

J(J + 1)
, (4.1)

where Λ and Σ are projections of the electron orbital and spin angular momentum

on the molecular axis, respectively. While gJ = 0 for 2Π1/2 states, the numerator

of gJ from Eq. (4.1) is 1 for 1Π and 2 for 2Π3/2, respectively. The J-dependence

of gJ does not rely on the presence of any particular molecular transitions or

spectroscopic constants such as diagonal Franck-Condon overlaps, therefore any

molecule with a low-lying case (a) 1Π or 2Π3/2 state such as O+
2 and SO+ can be

detected with ZS-QLS. Further, quadratic Zeeman shifts are expected to be small

for reasonable table-top magnetic fields (< 200 Hz for 5 G), satisfying constraint

III for ZS-QLS.

For states described by Hund’s coupling case (b), the magnetic g-factor in the

weak magnetic field is [51]

gJNS = Λ2J(J + 1) +N(N + 1)− S(S + 1)

2J(J + 1)N(N + 1)

+
J(J + 1) + S(S + 1)−N(N + 1)

J(J + 1)
, (4.2)

where S is the electron spin quantum number and N = J −S. In the strong-field

regime, however, the coupling between S and N are weaker than their individual

couplings to the applied magnetic field, thus the magnetic g-factor is split into
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two components:

gN =
Λ2

N(N + 1)
; gS = 2 . (4.3)

For the 1Σ state, the magnetic g-factor is 0, so the state cannot be detected

using ZS-QLS. For the 2Σ state, Λ = 0, leaving only the second term in Eq. (4.2).

One must therefore be careful to avoid the strong-field regime, where the g-factor

loses its dependence on the rotational quantum number. Further, in molecular

ions like CO+ amd SiO+ where 2Σ is the ground state, requirement III is fulfilled

only in weak magnetic fields (B . 2 G for SiO+ [128]). For stronger magnetic

fields, the quadratic Zeeman shift for low-lying rotational levels can be signifi-

cant compared to the difference in Zeeman splittings between adjacent rotational

levels. One exception is the J = 1/2 state: only comprising two Zeeman sub-

levels, it has no quadratic shift and gJ = gS = 2. ZS-QLS can then be applied

up to stronger magnetic fields (B . 20 G for SiO+), as long as other rotational

states are not in the strong-field regime and possess the same magnetic g-factor

(Eq. (4.3)).

4.2 Proof-of-principle experiment

To demonstrate the feasibility of ZS-QLS for state detection, we implemented the

proposed scheme with 171Yb+ as the logic ion and 174Yb+ as the spectroscopy ion.

In 171Yb+, states | ↓〉 ≡ |2S1/2, F = 0,mF = 0〉 and | ↑〉 ≡ |2S1/2, F = 1,mF = 0〉

are chosen as qubit states [108]. In 174Yb+, |gJ | = 2 for the ground state.

Both ions are trapped in the trap with secular trap frequencies (ωx, ωy, ωz) =

2π × (0.91, 0.97, 0.79) MHz for a single 171Yb+ ion. We load an ion crystal con-

sisting of a single 171Yb+ and a single 174Yb+ by performing the isotope-selective
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resonance-enhanced two-photon ionization on Yb atoms emitted from an oven,

as described in Chapter 2. The 369.53 nm and 935.19 nm lasers are tuned to

Doppler cool the 171Yb+. Since the 369.53 nm and 935.19 nm lasers are 2.4 GHz

and 2.7 GHz red-detuned from their respective transitions in 174Yb+, the 174Yb+

ion is not efficiently Doppler-cooled and is instead sympathetically cooled by

the 171Yb+ ion. These two ions are displaced along the ẑ direction and share

the axial in-phase and out-of-phase normal modes of motion with frequencies

(ωip, ωop) = 2π × (0.78, 1.37) MHz.

The mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser used to produce Raman lasers for motional

state control in this experiment is tuned to 377.2 nm. The two Raman beams are

sent from orthogonal directions and interfere at the trap center to form a running-

wave optical lattice along ẑ. Depending on the frequency difference between the

two AOMs, the Raman lasers can drive the qubit carrier transition in 171Yb+,

its motional sidebands, or the 174Yb+ Zeeman sublevel motional sidebands. The

use of a frequency comb provides the added advantage of being able to drive all

the above Raman transitions with a single laser [47]. The polarizations of the

Raman lasers are set to be linear and oriented such that all three components

π, σ+, σ− relative to the quantization axis are present. This allows us to drive the

∆mJ = 0 qubit transition for efficient sideband cooling as well as the ∆mJ = ±1

transitions in 174Yb+.

To begin ZS-QLS, the Raman lasers are tuned to the in-phase and out-of-

phase normal mode red sidebands of the 171Yb+ qubit transition for sideband

cooling. One hundred sideband-cooling cycles are applied, leaving the two-ion

crystal with an average phonon number of n̄ = 0.029(15) for the out-of-phase

normal mode. With 171Yb+ initialized in | ↓〉 [108], the Raman lasers then apply

a blue-sideband pulse (δbsb = |gJ |µBB + ωop) followed by a red-sideband pulse
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Figure 4.2: Probability of 171Yb+ occupying the bright | ↑〉 state as a function of
the average Raman laser detuning from the 2S1/2 Zeeman splitting in 174Yb+.

(δrsb = |gJ |µBB − ωop), each of π-pulse time 100 µs. Here, the magnetic field

B = 5.0 G is applied at 45◦ from ẑ. The out-of-phase normal mode is chosen

because it exhibits a low heating rate of 2.9(4) phonons/s. Finally, the presence

of phonons is detected by tuning the Raman laser to the red sideband of the

171Yb+ qubit transition and applying the standard state detection technique to

the logic ion [108]. Figure 4.2 shows a scan of the Raman laser detuning about

the Zeeman splitting. The frequency difference between the two Raman pulses is

fixed to be 2ωop while the average frequency δ is varied. The spectrum is fit to a

Rabi lineshape with a peak position at |gJ |µBB = 14.0951(1) MHz. The inferred

|gJ | of 2 is consistent with the 174Yb+ ion occupying its ground electronic state.

The initial population distribution between the two |mJ〉 sublevels can also

be mapped onto the probabilities of populating one phonon versus two phonons.

The Rabi oscillations detected on the qubit red sideband are then a superposition
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Figure 4.3: Probability of 171Yb+ occupying the bright | ↑〉 state after applying the
Zeeman blue and red sidebands, as a function of the 171Yb+ qubit red sideband
pulse duration. The data is fit to a sum of Rabi oscillations arising from one
phonon and two phonons that are populated with the probabilities 0.70(3) and
0.30(3), respectively.

of those with Rabi frequencies Ωη and Ωη
√

2 respectively (see Eqn. 2.55), where

Ω/(2π) = 50.67(7) kHz refers to the qubit carrier Rabi frequency and η = 0.15

is the Lamb-Dicke parameter. The pulse durations of both the Zeeman blue and

red sidebands are set to be π/(Ωη). Hence, the probability of exciting a second

phonon given one phonon already being present is p− sin2(
√

2π/2), where p− is

the initial probability of occupying the |mJ = −1/2〉 state. The probability of

exciting only one phonon in the Zeeman scheme is p−(1−sin2(
√

2π/2))+p+, where

p+ is the initial probability of occupying the the |mJ = +1/2〉 state. Figure 4.3

shows a scan of the pulse duration of the qubit red sideband. According to the fit,

the two-phonon and one-phonon modes are populated with probabilities 0.30(3)

and 0.70(3). One can therefore infer the initial probabilities p− and p+ to be
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Figure 4.4: Optical pumping of 174Yb+ into the 2D3/2 state. (a) The loss of popu-
lation in the 2S1/2 state can be probed by measuring the on-resonance probability
of the logic ion in the bright state P|↑〉(δ = δrsb) as a function of the 2D3/2 state
optical pumping time tD. The data is fit to an exponential decay with a decay
time constant of 312(8) µs. (Inset) Energy levels and branching ratios in 174Yb+.
(b) Phonon number versus optical pumping time tD for the out-of-phase normal
mode. The data is fit to the functional form n = n0(1− e−tD/τ ).

0.47(5) and 0.53(4), respectively, in accordance with the fact that no particular

state preparation of 174Yb+ was carried out.

Besides populating the ground state, the 174Yb+ ion can be optically pumped

into its metastable 2D3/2 state where |gJ | 6= 2, by tuning the 935 nm repumper

laser far off resonance while scattering off a 369 nm laser detuned 300 MHz

from its 2S1/2 − 2P 1/2 transition. The branching ratio for decay from the 2P1/2

state is 1:0.005 (Fig. 4.4 (a) inset) [108]. The 2D3/2 optical pumping sequence is
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followed by at least two cycles of sideband cooling to remove phonons added from

photon-recoil heating, so that the ions remain in the motional ground state before

applying the Zeeman sideband pulses. We then take the height of the peak as

recorded in Fig. 4.2 for different optical pumping times tD. Figure 4.4 (a) shows

an exponential decay with a fit time constant of 312(8) µs, which corresponds to

a decay of the 2S1/2 population as the 174Yb+ probability of occupying the 2D3/2

state increases. The natural lifetime of the 2D3/2 state is 52.7 ms and exerts a

negligible effect on the measured decay.

As a check on the 2D3/2 state pumping of 174Yb+, we measure the photon-

recoil heating induced by the 369 nm optical pumping laser on the two-ion crystal.

We also start with the ions sideband-cooled to the motional ground state. Photon

recoil of the 174Yb+ ion adds phonons, which are detected by comparing the ratios

of the blue to red sideband amplitudes of the qubit transition [147]. The phonon

number eventually saturates when the 174Yb+ ion is pumped into the 2D3/2 state.

The time constant for optical pumping as measured with the out-of-phase normal

mode sidebands is 400(60) µs (Fig. 4.4b), which agrees to within 1.5 σ of the

exponential decay time measured using ZS-QLS.

4.3 Sideband cooling of SiO+ to the motional

ground state

We have proposed and demonstrated a quantum logic scheme for detecting the

states of dark ions based on the state-dependent magnetic g-factor. ZS-QLS is

particularly well-suited for detecting rotational states in molecular ions. Given

the lack of closed cycling transitions in molecular ions, existing popular methods
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for rovibrational state detection include resonance-enhanced multiphoton dissoci-

ation [52; 105; 116; 121; 130] and laser-induced charge transfer [124; 141], both of

which are destructive to the ion species. On the contrary, ZS-QLS is nondestruc-

tive, allowing for repetitive experiments with a single molecular ion that forms

an ideal system for precision measurement.

The first step to implement this scheme is the sideband cooling of the ion

crystal formed by an easily accessible atomic ion and a molecular ion (171Yb+

and SiO+ in our case). In the proof-of-principle experiment with two different

isotopes of Yb+ described previously, we know naturally what the spectroscopy

ion is due to the isotope-selective loading. It is not so straightforward to determine

what the molecular ion is in the trap given that it is produced by laser ablation,

which also produces many other different ion species that may be loaded into the

trap. The loading of the correct molecular ion is verified by mass spectroscopy,

which exploits the dependence of the trapping frequency of the crystal on the the

mass of the dark ion.

4.3.1 Mass spectroscopy of the molecular ion

Following Chapter 2, we define the spring constants ki to characterize the trap

(harmonic) potential for a single trapped ion with mass m,

ki ≡ mω2
i , (4.4)

where i = x, y, z refer to three principal directions and ωi are the corresponding

trapping frequencies. Adding more ions with different masses does not influence

the trapping potential coming from the trap itself. From Eqn. 2.22 2.23 2.17 and

2.13, one can see that kz is independent of the mass of the ion, while kx(y) is not.
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Figure 4.5: Two ions with mass m1, m2 are confined in the same trap and 2z0 is
the distance between the ions at equilibrium.

We add one more subscript index to kx(y) for the case with more than one ion in

the trap to label the ions,

kx(y) j ≡ mjω
2
x(y) j , (4.5)

Suppose that two ions with mass m1, m2 are confined in the same trap and

aligned along the axial direction (see Fig. 4.5). The center point of crystal is set

to be the origin of our coordinate system. We consider x and z directions only

to simplify the algebra. Formulas for y direction can be derived similarly. The

kinetic and potential energy of the system are

T =
1

2
m1ż1

2 +
1

2
m2ż2

2 +
1

2
m1ẋ1

2 +
1

2
m2ẋ2

2 , (4.6)

V =
1

2
kzZ

2
1 +

1

2
kzZ

2
2 +

1

2
kx1x

2
1 +

1

2
kx2x

2
2

+
e2

4πε0

1√
(x1 − x2)2 + (Z1 − Z2)2

. (4.7)
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where xi, Zi are coordinates of the ion i and ε0 is the permitivity of vacuum.

By setting ∂V/∂x1 = 0, ∂V/∂x2 = 0, ∂V/∂Z1 = 0 and ∂V/∂Z2 = 0, we

obtain the equilibrium position x1 = x2 = 0, Z1 = z0 and Z2 = −z0, where

z0 = [e2/(16πε0kz)]
1/3

. We define the deviation from the equilibrium postion

along the axial direction to be z1 = Z1 − z0 and z2 = Z2 + z0 for ion 1 and ion 2

and expand the potential energy at this position to the second order,

V = kzz
2
1 + kzz

2
2 − kzz1z2

+
1

2
(kx1 −

kz
2

)x2
1 +

1

2
(kx2 −

kz
2

)x2
2 +

1

2
kzx1x2 . (4.8)

The Lagrangian of the system is,

L = T − V

=
1

2
m1ż1

2 +
1

2
m2ż2

2 − (kzz
2
1 + kzz

2
2 − kzz1z2) +

1

2
m1ẋ1

2 +
1

2
m2ẋ2

2

−1

2

(
(kx1 −

kz
2

)x2
1 + (kx2 −

kz
2

)x2
2 + kzx1x2

)
. (4.9)

By applying the Lagrange’s equation, d(∂L /∂ẋ)/dt − ∂L /∂x = 0, to this La-

grangian, we obtain two sets of equations decoupled from each other,


m1z̈1 + 2kzz1 − kzz2 = 0

m2z̈2 + 2kzz2 − kzz1 = 0
(4.10)

and 
m1ẍ1 + (kx1 −

1

2
kz)x1 +

1

2
kzx2 = 0

m2ẍ2 + (kx2 −
1

2
kz)x2 +

1

2
kzx1 = 0 .

(4.11)

Suppose the ions oscillate collectively along x (z) direction with frequency ωx
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(ωz) and amplitude of Axj (Azj). By setting z1 = Az1e
iωzt, z2 = Az2e

iωzt and

x1 = Ax1e
iωxt, x2 = Ax2e

iωxt, these two sets of equations are transformed into


−m1ω

2
zAz1 + 2kzAz1 − kzAz2 = 0

−m2ω
2
zAz2 + 2kzAz2 − kzAz1 = 0

(4.12)

and 
−m1ω

2
xAx1 + (kx1 −

1

2
kz)Ax1 +

1

2
kzAx2 = 0

−m2ω
2
xAx2 + (kx2 −

1

2
kz)Ax2 +

1

2
kzAx1 = 0 .

(4.13)

If the equations have nontrivial solutions for the oscillation amplitudes, the

determinant of the corresponding matrices must be zero, i.e.

∣∣∣∣∣∣−m1ω
2
z + 2kz −kz

−kz −m2ω
2
z + 2kz

∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0 (4.14)

and ∣∣∣∣∣∣−m1ω
2
x + (kx1 − 1

2
kz)

1
2
kz

1
2
kz −m2ω

2
x + (kx2 − 1

2
kz)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0 . (4.15)

The solutions to these equations are

ω2
zip =

(m1 +m2)−
√
m2

1 +m2
2 −m1m2

m1m2

kz , (4.16)

ω2
zop =

(m1 +m2) +
√
m2

1 +m2
2 −m1m2

m1m2

kz , (4.17)
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and

ω2
xip =

(
m1(kx2 − 1

2
kz) +m2(kx1 − 1

2
kz)
)

+
√(

m1(kx2 − 1
2
kz)−m2(kx1 − 1

2
kz)
)2

+m1m2k2
z

2m1m2

,

(4.18)

ω2
xop =

(
m1(kx2 − 1

2
kz) +m2(kx1 − 1

2
kz)
)
−
√(

m1(kx2 − 1
2
kz)−m2(kx1 − 1

2
kz)
)2

+m1m2k2
z

2m1m2

,

(4.19)

where ωxip and ωxop (ωzip and ωzop ) are two possible solutions that describe the

in-phase and out-of-phase motion of the crystal respectively along x (z) direction.

They are expressed as functions of the masses and spring constants of both ions.

When a single logic ion (assume its mass is m1) is trapped, its trapping fre-

quencies can be measured. We can infer its spring constants according to 4.5.

Since both ions share the same trap, from Eqn. 2.22 2.23 2.17 and 2.13, we derive

the spring constants for the other ion,

kx2 =
2kx1 + (1− µ)(1− α)kz1

2µ
, (4.20)

where µ = m2/m1 is the mass ratio. To simplify the algebra, we assume that

the radial confinement is symmetric, i.e. α = 0. Thus, the frequencies of the

collective motion in the ion crystal can be expressed as functions of normal-mode

frequencies of the logic ion and the mass ratio between these two ions. The final

expressions are

ω2
zip =

(1 + µ)−
√
µ2 − µ+ 1

µ
ω2
z1 (4.21)
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ω2
zop =

(1 + µ) +
√
µ2 − µ+ 1

µ
ω2
z1 (4.22)

and

ω2
xip =

(1+µ2

µ
ω2
x1 + 1−2µ−µ2

2µ
ω2
z1) +

√
(1−µ2

µ
ω2
x1 + 1−2µ+µ2

2µ
ω2
z1)2 + µω4

z1

2µ
(4.23)

ω2
xop =

(1+µ2

µ
ω2
x1 + 1−2µ−µ2

2µ
ω2
z1)−

√
(1−µ2

µ
ω2
x1 + 1−2µ+µ2

2µ
ω2
z1)2 + µω4

z1

2µ
. (4.24)

Given that the frequencies of collective modes can be measured experimen-

tally, the formulas above offer a way to determine the mass of the dark spec-

troscopy ion.

Defining the ratio of oscillation amplitudes, Rz = Az2/Az1 and Rx = Ax2/Ax1,

from Eqn. 4.12 and 4.13, we obtain

Rzip = 2−
ω2
zip

ω2
z

, (4.25)

Rzop = 2−
ω2
zop

ω2
z

, (4.26)

Rxip =
2ω2

xip − 2ω2
x1 + ω2

z1

ω2
z1

, (4.27)

Rxop =
2ω2

xop − 2ω2
x1 + ω2

z1

ω2
z1

. (4.28)

These ratios are particularly important for the sympathetic cooling [57; 159].

For a special case µ = 1, the frequencies of the collective modes and the ratios
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of the oscillation amplitudes are

ωzip = ωz1 (4.29)

ωzop =
√

3ωz1 (4.30)

ωxip = ωx1 (4.31)

ωxop =
√
ω2
x1 − ω2

z1 (4.32)

and

Rzip = 1 (4.33)

Rzop = −1 (4.34)

Rxip = 1 (4.35)

Rxop = −1 . (4.36)

4.3.2 Loading and sympathetic cooling of the SiO+ ions

We developed two methods to load the SiO+ ions and both are based on the laser

ablation of a SiO target. To prepare the SiO target, we mix the SiO powder with

some distilled water on top of a microscope slide (5 mm × 15 mm). After the

water evaporates, a layer (thickness ∼ 0.1 mm) of the SiO powder is stuck on

the glass surface. This SiO target is mounted side by side with the Yb foil in

the vacuum chamber as shown in Fig. 2.1. Similar to the loading of Yb+ ions,

the loading of SiO+ ions are achieved either by capturing the SiO+ ions that

are ionized during the ablation or by photoionizing the neutral SiO molecules

(produced by the ablation) in the trap volume. In the former case, the same

Q-switched Nd:YAG laser as used to load Yb+ ions is then focused on the SiO
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target with a similar spot size (∼ 50µm). The minimum single-pulse energy for

the trap to capture the ions ranges from 50 µJ to 100 µJ depending on which part

of the target the pulses ablate. In the latter case, the ablation is performed by a

nitrogen laser (SRS NL100) at 337 nm while the aforementioned Nd:YAG laser

serves as the photoionization laser. The photoionization laser is gated such that

the pulses it produces reach the trap 20 µs later than the pulses from ablation

laser. This delay is experimentally determined to account for the time of flight

between the SiO target and the trap center. The neutral SiO molecules can be

photoionized by a multiphoton process with a single pulse (pulse energy 3 mJ

and diameter 30 µm). The numbers of the captured SiO+ ions in both cases

are roughly controlled by the single-pulse energies of the ablation pulses and the

presence of a single SiO+ ion in the trap is further verified with the camera after

it is crystallized with a single Yb+ ion.

A single 171Yb+ ion is trapped to sympathetically cool the SiO+ ion. Due

to the large mass difference (mass ratio µ = 0.26) between these two ions, the

sympathetic cooling does not work efficiently [57; 159]. The cooling rate of a cer-

tain motional mode is proportional to the square of the corresponding oscillation

amplitude of the cooling ion [159]. Thus, it is substantially determined by the

ratio of oscillation amplitudes given a certain amount of energy in this mode. The

ratios of axial oscillation amplitudes are determined by the mass ratio only. For

a 171Yb+-SiO+ crystal, Rzip = 0.6 and Rzop = −6.4 according to Eqn 4.25 and

Eqn 4.25. On the other hand, the ratios of radial oscillation amplitudes depend

on both the mass ratio µ and the trapping frequencies. For the axial confinement

of ω1 = 2π×800 kHz, we plot the Rxip and Rxop as functions of radial confinement

ωx1, as shown in Fig. 6.9. One can see that the axial in-phase mode and radial

out-of-phase mode can be cooled well while the axial out-of-phase mode and radial
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Figure 4.6: The ratios of oscillation amplitudes Rxip (a), Rxop (b) and the fre-
quencies of collective motional modes ωxip (c), ωxop (d) as functions of a single
171Yb+ ion trapping frequency ωx1. We assume a symmetric radial confinement,
i.e. ωx1 = ωy1.
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in-phase mode limit the cooling of the crystal 1. It is experimentally found that

a single 174Yb+ ion is capable of sympathetically cooling a single SiO+ ion that is

initially hot to form a two-ion crystal along the axial direction while the 171Yb+

ion is not due to its lower photon-scattering rate, i.e. less efficient Doppler cooling

2. However, SiO+-171Yb+ ions can be crystallized by Doppler cooling if the radial

confinement is relaxed to the extent that the crystal is aligned along the radial

direction. Doppler cooling is achieved by sending three cooling beams with tens

of microwatt in each beam (focused on the ions with diamters of around 30 µm)

from different directions with different detunings (-50 MHz, -200 MHz and -500

MHz) with respect to the resonant transition. After the ions are crystallized, as

observed from the camera, we increase the radial confinement above the threshold

of radial-axial transition by increasing the rf power sent to the trap resonator.

The trap is operated close to the threshold to have a relatively small Rxip to en-

hance the cooling rate of the corresponding mode. In the experiments presented

here, the trap frequencies are (ωx, ωy, ωz)=2π × (770 kHz, 830 kHz, 800 kHz) for

a single 171Yb+ ion.

Before any loading of the SiO+ ions, a single trapped 171Yb+ ion is Doppler

cooled with three cooling beams and monitored with the camera. After a single

SiO+ ion is loaded into the trap, usually we can not confirm its presence with

the camera immediately. It typically takes one minute before it shows itself by

colliding with the 171Yb+ ion and transforming a bright well-localized spot on the

camera into a fuzzy cloud centered in the trap center with diameter of around

1The axial motion and radial motion behave in different ways because they possess different
dependence on the masses of the ions.

2Doppler cooling of 171Yb+ ions is performed by driving 2S1/2 |F = 1〉 −→ 2P1/2 |F = 0〉
trransition. Less photons are scattered owing to the existence of three Zeeman sublevels in
the 2S1/2 |F = 1〉 state, which form a dark state that is destabilized by applying an external
magnetic field [5].
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10 µm. The time scale we observe here is consistent with the recently reported

result on sympathetic cooling of the hot ions from Roos’s group [41]. If more

than one hot ion is loaded, similar to the Yb+ ion, we apply the trap “off-on”

techniques to select a single SiO+ ion. The off-time interval is carefully chosen

such that the probability to lose the SiO+ ion when only one SiO+ ion is present

in one off-on cycle is small but the SiO+ ion still can escape from the trap after

many cycles (typically tens of cycles). The off-on cycles are repeated until the

crystallization occurs after the radial confinement is lowered to a certain extent,

which is determined experimentally.

An additional benefit is gained since the probability to lose a certain ion is

higher if more ions are partially localized (fuzzy cloud). The off-on cycle may

dump the extra SiO+ ions relatively more efficiently. However, if too many hot

ions are partially localized, the off-on technique does not work since the proba-

bility for the 171Yb+ ion to stay till the end of the off-on cycles is statistically

small. This probability is further degraded by the fact that the 171Yb+ ion is also

relatively more delocalized due to the higher temperature, which in turn increases

its probability to escape from the trap during one off-on cycle.

To prevent, as much as we can, this from happening, we always apply a few

off-on cycles immediately after we see the transformation of the well-localized

spot to a fuzzy cloud 1. This is assisted by the fact that the time scale of the

sympathetic cooling of the hot ions is slower than people’s reaction time. It

means that when those off-on cycles are applied, some of the hot ions may be

still very delocalized and thus have a relative high probability to escape from the

trap. Note that the off-on technique does not work either if so many hot ions are

captured that the presence of these hot ions may heat the 171Yb+ ion immediately

1Having a graduate student that can react as fast as Lionel Messi actually may help.
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to the extent that we can not see any scattering from the ion with the camera.

When the crystal is aligned along the axial direction, it melts typically in every

two minutes or so and it may happen during the data taking. We automate the

crystalization process by monitoring the scattering rate collected from the 171Yb+

ion with the PMT during the Doppler cooling in the experimental sequence and

use it as the feedback to control the variable attenuator that in turn controls the

rf power sent to the trap.

We emphasize that some of the description above is qualitative and selecting a

hot ion produced from ablation is not deterministic. Better understanding of the

dynamics of sympathic cooling of the hot ions, especially in the case with very

different masses, and quantitative calibration of off-on technique are desirable.

Nevertheless, given the very long trapping time of the ions (∼ 5 hours ), the time

devoted to the loading of a single molecular ion (∼ 20 min) is worthwhile.

4.3.3 Cooling of a single SiO+ ion to motional ground

state

Once these two ions are crystallized and aligned along the axial direction, we

measure the frequencies of both axial in-phase mode and axial out-of-phase mode

for mass spectroscopy by measuring the corresponding sideband frequencies. We

mitigate the influence of the AC Stark shift of the sidebands from the off-resonant

coupling to the carrier transition by attenuating the power of the Raman pulses.

The uncertainty of the measurement of the dark ion’s mass, which is around 1

AMU, mainly comes from the drift of the axial trapping frequency since axial

confinement in our trap is coupled to the radial confinement, which is not stable
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due to fluctuation of rf power coupled to the trap 1. Around 40% of the captured

dark ions using photoionization loading method have the mass of either 44AMU

or 45 AMU.

For sideband cooling of the single molecular ion, we first apply 0.1 ms of

Doppler cooling of the 171Yb+ ion with three cooling beams followed by 3 ms of

typical Doppler cooling described in Chapter 2. Raman pulses for the first order

red sidebands of both axial in-phase mode and axial out-of-phase mode are applied

alternately and repeated for 100 times. As in Chapter 2, the duration of the

Raman pulse is varied with each Raman pulse followed by the state reinitializaion.

The corresponding red and blue sidebands of axial in-phase mode and axial out-

of-phase mode before and after sideband cooling are shown in Fig. 4.7. The red

sidebands after sideband cooling in both modes are mostly diminished, indicating

a very high population of the motional ground state.

4.4 Conclusion and outlook

In this chapter and the previous chapter, we propose methods to prepare, de-

tect and manipulate the internal states of the molecular ion with quantum logic

schemes. These approaches are general and they do not impose restrictive require-

ments on molecular structure, and can be applied to a wide range of molecular

ions.

A method to load a single molecular ion is presented together with the side-

band cooling of the its motional state. This paves the way for the experimental

realization of the proposals described previously. It can open the way to control

1The radial confinement is actively stabilized in the experiments presented in Chapter 6,
but not in this experiment.
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Figure 4.7: Raman sideband cooling of a single molecular ion to the motional
ground state. The upper figure shows the red sideband and blue sideband of
axial in-phase mode before (red circles) and after (blue dots) sideband cooling.
Similarly, the lower figure shows the red sideband and blue sideband of axial
out-of-phase mode before (red circles) and after (blue dots) sideband cooling.
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quantum states of molecular ions and find applications in precision measurements,

quantum information, and quantum chemistry.
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Chapter 5

Microwave control of trapped-ion

motion assisted by a running

optical lattice

In this chapter, we describe the experimental demonstration of microwave cou-

pling between the internal and motional states of a trapped 171Yb+ ion placed in

a running spin-dependent optical lattice. We use this coupling to achieve resolved

sideband cooling of a single trapped ion to the ground state of motion. Use of

the running optical lattice eliminates the requirement for interferometric stability

during the entire experiment (several hours). Instead, the relative phase between

two optical beams should be stable for the duration of a single experimental cycle

only (less than 1 ms), a requirement that is much easier to satisfy in the labo-

ratory. In addition, driving internal transitions separated by 12.6 GHz directly

with microwaves as opposed to Raman lasers removes the need for high frequency

optical modulators.
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Figure 5.1: (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. Two laser beams of wavevec-
tors k1, k2 and frequency difference ωr are overlapped onto the trapped 171Yb+

ion (pink dot) to form an optical lattice of running wave frequency ωr along ẑ
direction. The red arrow or dot inside a circle represents the polarization of each
lattice beam. (b) AC Stark shift for the |1〉 and |0〉 spin states in the optical
lattice at a given instant of time. Spin-motion coupling is effected by the optical
lattice imparting a kick (F) onto the ion upon the microwave field flipping the
ion spin state.
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5.1 Experimental setup

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 6.1(a). The single 171Yb+

ion is confined in the trap with the secular trapping frequencies (ωx, ωy, ωz) =

2π×(0.91, 0.97, 0.79) MHz. The Dopper cooling, state initialization and detection

are the same as introduced in Chapter 2. A magnetic field of 5.5 G is applied

at 45 ◦ angle with respect to the optical lattice axis (ẑ) to destabilize the dark

states in the 2S1/2 manifold and lift the degeneracy between the 2S1/2 sublevels

for state-selective addressing by microwave radiation. The qubit states in this

chapter are |0〉 ≡ |S1/2, F = 0,mF = 0〉 and |1〉 ≡ |S1/2, F = 1,mF = −1〉.

Microwave radiation at 12.6 GHz, emitted by a microwave horn placed 5 cm

away from the trap, is used to drive the magnetic dipole transition between |0〉

and |1〉 with a Rabi frequency of Ω/2π = 43 kHz.

The Raman beams in Chapter 2 serve as optical lattice beams. In this case,

they are sent from two orthogonal directions that form 45◦ and 135◦ angles re-

spectively with the ẑ-axis. The beams interfere at the ion position to generate an

optical lattice superimposed on the harmonic ion trap potential. The polariza-

tions of the two beams are linear and mutually orthogonal. In this configuration,

the polarization in the optical lattice changes from linear to circular to orthogonal

linear to opposite circular and back to linear within
√

2λ/2 = 2π/∆k, giving rise

to a strong spatial dependence of the differential Stark shift between the |0〉 and

|1〉 states of the trapped ion (see Fig.6.1(b)). Given the repetition rate of the

laser is much faster than the trap frequency, only the average optical potential

affects the ion motion. Hence, if the driving frequencies of the two AOMs differ

by ωr, we will get effectively the same running optical lattice propagating along

the ẑ direction, as if the pulsed laser is replaced by a continuous wave laser that
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induces a differential AC Stark shift oscillating with amplitude ∆ω0.

5.2 Measurement of the Stark shift

The energy splitting between |0〉 and |1〉 can be measured by driving |0〉 −→ |1〉

transition with microwave radiation. In our case, each frequency scan typically

takes a few seconds. It contains around 20 points, where each point is an average

of 100 experiments, and each experiment takes around 3ms. The Stark shift, in

principle, can be extracted by measuring the microwave resonance frequencies for

different phases of the optical lattice. But it is technically challenging to stabilize

and control the phase of the optical lattice with respect to the ion position long

enough to complete a frequency scan. Instead, we try to include the contribution

of all the phases into every point of the frequency scan by scanning the optical

lattice phase. The scan is slow enough such that the optical lattice phase at the

ion position does not change during a single 10 µs microwave pulse, i.e. ωr � Ω,

but fast enough that the phase is random for each of 100 experiments (0.3 s) that

contributes to a point in a frequency scan plot. We use scanning frequency of

10kHz, i.e. ωr/(2π) = 10 kHz, and scan the microwave frequency with microwave

pulse of 11.0 µs. The data is shown in Fig. 5.2 (h). For simplicity, we fit it

with a weighted average of Rabi profile with uniform frequency distribution over

the oscillating range. We can see from Fig. 5.2 h that it qualitatively fits. The

oscillating amplitude of the Stark shift is estimated to be ∆ω0/2π = 310(10) kHz.

Fig. 5.2 also shows microwave frequency scan profiles for a series of different

running frequencies. In Fig. 5.2 (a), the optical lattice is standing, i.e. ωr =

0. The phase fluctuation is caused by the interferometric instability only. The

average effect for a certain point does not show up systematically. This means that
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Figure 5.2: Microwave frequency scans in the presence of a running optical
lattice with 0 Hz (a), 1 kHz (b), 10 kHz (c), 50 kHz (d), 100 kHz (e), 200 kHz (f),
400 kHz (g), 10 kHz (h). The microwave pulse duration is set such that it can
flip the spin completely without the Raman beams. This 11.8 µs for (a) to (g)
and 11.0 µs for (h).
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the time scale over which the phase of the optical lattice is stable is comparable to

the time to measure one point, i.e. 0.3 s. This is consistent with the assumption

we had previously: the relative phase between two optical beams is stable for the

duration of a single experimental cycle.

When the optical lattice is running, in the frame of the ion, the microwave

detuning appears to be sinusoidally frequency modulated with oscillation am-

plitude of ∆ω0. This frequency modulation gives rise to sidebands surrounding

the main carrier separated from each other by modulation frequency. When the

lineshape is broader than the modulation frequency, i.e. Ω � ωr, the sidebands

can not be resolved. This is shown in Fig. 5.2 (a) to (d). It is also true for the

data presented in Fig. 5.2 (h), which we use to measure the Stark shift oscillation

amplitude ∆ω0. When the modulation frequency is comparable or higher than

the Rabi frequency, however, the accompanying sidebands will be resolved. The

small sidebands can be clearly seen in Fig. 5.2 (g).

In addition, the amplitudes of the carrier and the symmetrically placed side-

bands follow the Bessel function of the first kind. Fig. 5.3 shows the relative

intensity of the carrier, the first order sidebands and the second order sidebands

as a function of the modulation index β = ∆ω0/ωr. The fact that J0(β) = 0 at

β = ∆ω0/ωr ≈ 2.4 may offer a way to a more precise measurement of the ∆ω0

since ωr can be known precisely.

In this experiment, care is also taken to choose the repetition rate of the

pulsed laser such that the generated frequency comb does not drive any stimulated

Raman transitions between hyperfine states of the Yb+ ion [47].
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Figure 5.3: Bessel function of the first kind. Relative intensity of the main
carrier, the first and second sidebands due to the running optical lattice. Note
that J0(β) = 0 if β = ∆ω0/ωr ≈ 2.4

5.3 Theory

We assume that the ion does not move in the previous section. Now let us derive

a comprehensive theory to include the influence of the motion of the ion.

The interaction of a trapped ion with the running optical lattice and mi-

crowave field of frequency ωµ can be described by a Hamiltonian of the form

H = H0 + V (t), where

H0 = ~ωza†a+
1

2
~ω0σz, (5.1)

V (t) =
1

2
~σzδω0(z, t) +

1

2
~Ω(σ+ + σ−)(e−iωµt + eiωµt).
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Here ~ω0 is the energy difference between the ion internal states |0〉 and |1〉, σz =

|1〉〈1| − |0〉〈0|, σ+ = |1〉〈0| σ− = |0〉〈1|, a† and a are creation and annihilation

operators for the ion motional mode, ωz is the secular trap frequency, Ω is the

microwave transition Rabi frequency, and δω0(z, t) = ∆ω0 sin(∆kz − ωrt) is the

differential Stark shift of the ion energy levels in the presence of the running

optical lattice. In the Lamb-Dicke regime, near the ion equilibrium position

z = 0, we can keep only terms to the first order in z in an expansion of the

differential Stark shift expression, i.e.

δω0(z, t) = ∆ω0(− sinωrt+ η(a† + a) cosωrt). (5.2)

Here η = ∆kz0 is the Lamb-Dicke parameter, z0 =
√

~/2mωz is the spread of the

ion wave function along the ẑ direction, and m is the ion mass.

After transforming the Hamiltonian to the interaction picture

Hi(t) = eiH0t/~V (t)e−iH0t/~ (5.3)

and using the rotating wave approximation for the microwave interaction, we

obtain

Hi(t) =
1

4
~∆ω0ησza(e−i(ωz+ωr)t + e−i(ωz−ωr)t) (5.4)

− i
4
~∆ω0σze

−iωrt +
1

2
~Ωσ+e

−iδt +H.c. ,

where δ = ωµ − ω0 is the detuning of the microwave field from the |0〉 → |1〉

transition.

Following Ref. [61] and dropping fast oscillating terms, the effective Hamilto-
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nian for the detuning δ = ±ωr is given by

Hst = i~∆ω0Ω(σ+ − σ−)/(4ωr), (5.5)

which corresponds to a change in the ion internal spin state only, i.e. |0〉|nm〉 →

|1〉|nm〉, where |nm〉 means the motional Fock state with phonon number n. In a

similar way, the effective Hamiltonian for the sidebands at detuning δ = −(ωz ±

ωr) can be written as

Hrsb = − ~∆ω0ηΩ

4(ωz ± ωr)
(
aσ+ + a†σ−

)
. (5.6)

When tuned to this red sideband [157], the microwave field drives the |0〉 → |1〉

transition while destroying a phonon in the ion motional mode, i.e. |0〉|nm〉 →

|1〉|(n− 1)m〉. When the condition δ = ωz ±ωr is satisfied, the effective Hamilto-

nian given by

Hbsb =
~∆ω0ηΩ

4(ωz ± ωr)
(
aσ− + a†σ+

)
(5.7)

describes blue sidebands, which characterizes the transition |0〉|nm〉 → |1〉|(n +

1)m〉. The spin-motion couplings induced by these terms are analogous to the

more familiar red and blue sidebands driven by a pair of Raman lasers [157], but

with the Lamb-Dicke parameter replaced by ηeff± = η∆ω0/(2(ωz ± ωr)).

5.4 Experimental characterization of the Hamil-

tonian

The measured probability of the |0〉 → |1〉 transition as a function of the mi-

crowave detuning δ is shown in Fig. 5.4 for ωr/2π = 300 kHz. Three kinds of
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Figure 5.4: Probability of the |0〉 → |1〉 transition after a 75 µs microwave pulse
as a function of microwave detuning δ. Every point is the average of 100 mea-
surements. The peak labeled C0 corresponds to the carrier microwave transition,
while R1 and B1 correspond to the red and blue motional sidebands respectively.
Peaks labeled Cn, Rn, Bn contain contributions from higher order terms that
scale as (∆ω0/ωz)

n.

transitions can be identified in this graph. The main carrier peak (C0) corre-

sponds to the transition between the internal states of the ion without changing

its motional state. It is accompanied by a series of smaller peaks Cn separated

by ωr that correspond to higher order terms that scale as (∆ω0/ωr)
n. This is

consistent with the description using Bessel function, since Jn(β) scale as βn

when β = ∆ω0/ωr is small. This has been recognized in Fig. 5.2. The B1 (R1)

sidebands at the detunings ωz ± ωr and −(ωz ± ωr) respectively correspond to

transitions that change both internal and motional states of the ion, and are de-

scribed by the effective Hamiltonian Hbsb (Hrsb). As in the case of the carrier,

these peaks are accompanied by sidebands of higher order in ∆ω0/ωr.
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According to Eqn. 5.7, the transition at blue sideband B1, i.e. |0〉|nm〉 →

|1〉|(n+ 1)m〉, will have the Rabi frequency of

ΩnB1 =
√
n+ 1Ω0B1 (5.8)

where

Ω0B1 = ηeff± Ω (5.9)

is the Rabi frequency of the transition |0〉|0m〉 → |1〉|1m〉. To extract Ω0B1, the

internal-state evolution of the Doppler-cooled ion is measured for a given running

lattice frequency ωr and microwave detuning δ = ωz±ωr (see Fig. 5.5 inset). It is

then fit to a weighted average of Rabi oscillations assuming a thermal distribution

of phonons [95]. The ion temperature corresponds to an average phonon number

〈n〉 = 18(2). As plotted in Fig. 5.5 (blue dots and green triangles), the Rabi fre-

quencies for the two B1 sidebands are generally asymmetric over a wide range of

ωr. The blue and green solid lines are theory curves, described by Ω0B1 = ηeff± Ω

with no free parameters. Also depicted in Fig. 5.5 are the experimental (red

squares) and theoretical (red line) Rabi frequencies for the C1 sideband at δ = ωr,

where the former one is extracted by a fit to an exponentially decaying sinusoidal

function, while the latter one is given by ΩC1 = ∆ω0Ω/2ωr = βΩ/2. The uncer-

tainty of the theoretical prediction, which comes from uncertainties in Ω, η and

∆ω0, is represented by the thickness of the solid lines in Fig. 5.5. As expected

from Eq. (5.7), the Rabi frequency of the ωz − ωr sideband exhibits resonance

behavior when ωr approaches ωz. The discrepancy between the theoretical pre-

diction and experimental values near the resonance is due to the limitations of our

theoretical treatment. The theory describing motional sidebands is valid under
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conditions η � 1 and ∆ω0/(ωz ± ωr)� 1 and does not take into account higher

order terms in ∆ω0/ωr. A better model to describe the C1 sideband, especially

in the range where ωr is small, i.e. β is big, will be the Bessel function ΩJ1(β),

which is shown as the orange line in Fig. 5.5.

The strong dependence of the R1, B1 sideband Rabi frequencies on ωr opens

up the possibility of speeding up operations that depend on spin-motion coupling.

For example, in order to speed up the sideband cooling, we can either increase ∆ω0

and Ω by increasing the lattice laser power and the microwave power respectively,

or decrease ωz±ωr by adjusting ωr. In the latter case, care should be taken such

that the motional sidebands do not overlap with the carriers.

5.5 Sideband cooling

To demonstrate sideband cooling, we revert to the case of ωr/2π = 300 kHz and

use the red sideband at the detuning δ = ωr − ωz = −2π × 490 kHz (R1). After

1 ms of Doppler cooling, 200 microwave pulses at the detuning δ are applied to

the ion. Each pulse is followed by 5 µs of optical pumping to reinitialize the ion

back in the |0〉 state. The duration of the microwave pulse is increased from 60 to

230 µs in steps of approximately 1 µs throughout the sideband cooling sequence

to account for the increased π time of the sideband transition as the mean phonon

number decreases. The corresponding red and blue sidebands before and after

sideband cooling are shown in Fig. 4. The red sideband after sideband cooling is

mostly diminished. The height of the sideband-cooled blue sideband is limited by

decoherence of the |0〉 → |1〉 transition (coherence time 0.47(4) ms, see below),

which is mostly attributed to magnetic field noise. From the asymmetry of the red

and blue sidebands, we estimate the average number of phonons in the motional
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Figure 5.5: Rabi frequencies for the microwave detuning δ = ωr (red squares,
C1), δ = ωz − ωr (blue dots, B1) and δ = ωz + ωr (green triangles, B1), plotted
as a function of the running lattice frequency ωr. The solid lines are theoretical
predictions with no free parameters, with their thickness representing prediction
uncertainty. The Rabi frequencies ΩB1 are obtained from the internal state evo-
lution of the ion as shown in the inset for δ = ωz −ωr = 2π× 490 kHz. The Rabi
oscillation data is fit assuming a thermal distribution of phonons after Doppler
cooling.

mode of the ion to be 〈n〉 = 0.02+0.04
−0.02.

The internal-state evolutions of the ion after sideband cooling are also mea-

sured at microwave detuning δ = ωz − ωr = 2π × 490 kHz (B1) and δ = ±ωr =

±2π× 300 kHz (C1) (Fig. 5.7, right column). For comparison, the corresponding

evolutions before sideband cooling are shown as well (Fig. 5.7, left column). For

blue sideband (B1), instead of a beating of Rabi oscillations with different frequen-

cies resulting from different phonon numbers, as in Fig. 5.5 inset and Fig. 5.7(a),
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Figure 5.6: Probability of the |0〉 → |1〉 transition for red sideband (left, R1) and
blue sideband (right, B1) at detunings δ = ∓(ωz − ωr) before (red open-circles,
microwave pulse duration 80 µs) and after (blue dots, microwave pulse duration
230 µs) sideband cooling. Suppression of the red sideband after sideband cooling
indicates cooling to near the motional ground state.

we see a decaying sinusoidal curve with a single frequency (Fig. 5.7(b), blue dots),

which is supposed to be Ω0B1. The internal-state evolution before sideband cool-

ing without lattice beams, i.e. purely driven by microwave, is also measured for

comparision (Fig. 5.7(b), red dots). The microwave power is adjusted such that

the Rabi frequency is also Ω0B1. We known, in this case, the decay is due to

magnetic field noise. Two curves overlap with each other very well, verifying that

the decay in the internal-state evolution at blue sideband after sideband cooling

(Fig. 5.7(b), blue dots) is mainly caused by the decoherence of the |0〉 → |1〉

magnetically sensitive transition as well.
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(b) after sbc, δ = ωz − ωr (blue dots); be-
fore sbc, no lattice beams, low microwave
power, δ = 0 (red dots)
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(d) after sbc, δ = ωr
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(e) before sbc, δ = −ωr
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(f) after sbc, δ = −ωr

Figure 5.7: Internal-state evolution at various carriers and sidebands before (red
dots) and after (blue dots) sideband cooling (sbc). The microwave and lattice
beams power are the same in all the figures except the red dots in (b), which are
used for comparision with blue dots in the same figure. The microwave power
in this case is lowered such that the spin evolves at similiar Rabi frequency as
the blue dots. The blue lines in (d) and (f), which are fit to decaying sinusoidal
functions, are used to guide the eye.
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Figure 5.8: Probability of the |0〉 → |1〉 transition for red sideband (left, R2)
and blue sideband (right, B2) at detunings δ = ∓ωz before (red open-circles,
microwave pulse duration 70 µs) and after (blue dots, microwave pulse duration
180 µs) sideband cooling at the detuning δ = −ωz. Suppression of the red
sideband after sideband cooling indicates cooling to near the motional ground
state. Note that the microwave power here is larger than that in Fig. 5.6 and the
coherence time of transition |0〉 → |1〉 is longer as well.

Similar effects are observed for the carriers (C1). Before sideband cooling, the

evolutions are given by beatings of different frequency components (Fig. 5.7 (c)

and (e)). After sideband cooling, they are decaying sinusoidal curves (Fig. 5.7

(d) and (f)). We would like to point out that the phonon-number-dependence for

carriers comes from high order terms, similar to the internal and motional states

coupling introduced in Chapter 2 (Eqn. 2.54).

In addition, the red sideband at detuning δ = −ωz = −2π × 790 kHz (R2)

was also used to achieve sideband cooling. The time sequence is similiar to
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Figure 5.9: Internal-state evolution at blue sideband B2, δ = ωz, before (red dots)
and after (blue dots) sideband cooling at the detuning δ = −ωz.

sideband cooling at the detuning δ = ωr − ωz = −2π × 490 kHz (R1) that

we describe previously, i.e. Doppler cooling and 200 cycles of microwave pulses

with increasing pulse duration and each pulse followed by optical pumping. The

corresponding red and blue sidebands before and after sideband cooling are shown

in Fig. 5.8. Similarly, the average number of phonons after sideband cooling is

estimated to be 〈n〉 = 0.02± 0.02. The internal-state evolution at blue sideband

δ = ωz = 2π × 790 kHz (B2) before and after sideband cooing at the detuning

δ = −2π × 790 kHz is shown in Fig. 5.9. As expected, the plot shows beating

of different frequencies before sideband cooling and a decaying sinusoidal curve

with single frequency after sideband cooling.
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5.6 Conclusion and outlook

We realize spin-motion coupling for a single trapped ion using a uniform mi-

crowave field assisted by a running optical lattice. This technically simple scheme

allows us to cool the ion to the ground state of motion. By increasing the co-

herence time of the magnetic-field-sensitive transition (e.g. by triggering the ex-

periment with the main line), a high-fidelity quantum gate maybe feasible. The

running lattice-microwave combination offers two tiers of flexibility on the spin-

motion coupling strength: one can either vary the optical lattice depth or tune

the running lattice frequency relative to the secular trap frequency. The increased

flexibility allows for more tunable quantum logic gates and spin-spin couplings

mediated by phonon modes, where the latter can be exploited in quantum simula-

tion [10; 64; 65] or studies of transport properties of the ions interacting with the

optical lattice [7; 36; 63; 86; 115]. This technique also paves the way for molecular

ion quantum logic spectroscopy [34; 72], by which the rich internal structure of

molecular ions and their motion can be accessed [134].
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Chapter 6

Phonon down-conversion in a

linear ion trap

6.1 Introduction

The collective normal modes of the oscillation of a string of trapped ions play an

essential role in quantum information processing. The potential each ion feels is

a combination of the harmonic potential generated by the external electric field

and the Coulomb interaction with other ions inside the trap. When the ions are

sufficiently cold, e.g., after Doppler cooling, the ions oscillate with small enough

amplitudes around their equilibrium positions, such that we can approximate the

Coulomb potential with a Taylor series expansion to the second order without a

noticeable loss of accuracy to describe the dynamics of the ions. It results in a

set of independent harmonic oscillators, which corresponds to 3N normal modes

of motion for N ions. However, the higher order term in the Taylor expansion

of Coulomb potential leads to nonlinear coupling between otherwise independent

modes. Under some resonance condition, the harmonic approximation breaks
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down.

In this chapter, we describe the engineering of the nonlinear interaction be-

tween modes of motion at the single-phonon level. This interaction is analogous

to the degenerate optical parametric down conversion[92]. We use the nonlinear-

ity to directly measure the parity of different quantum states of ion motion, from

which we derive their corresponding Wigner functions.

6.2 Theory

In the following, we show theoretically how the intrinsic anharmonicity of Coulomb

potential leads to the nonlinear coupling between different modes in a two-ion

crystal in the trap. We note that this derivation has been presented previ-

ously [93; 106], but we detail the derivation in the case particularly interesting

for our experiment for completeness.

We consider a system of two ions with the same mass m and charge e trapped

in a linear Paul trap. Suppose that the trap potential is characterized by the

single ion trapping frequencies ωz, ωx, ωy and ωz < ωx, ωy. In this case, the ions

arrange themselves in the line along z (axial) direction, where the confinement is

weaker. Following the notations in Eqn. 4.6, the kinetic energy T and potential

energy V of the system have the form

T =
1

2
m(ẋ1

2 + ẋ2
2) +

1

2
m(ẏ1

2 + ẏ2
2) +

1

2
m(ż1

2 + ż2
2) , (6.1)

V =
1

2
mω2

x(x
2
1 + x2

2) +
1

2
mω2

y(y
2
1 + y2

2) +
1

2
mω2

z((z1 + z0)2 + (z2 − z0)2)

+
e2

4πε0

1√
(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2 + (z1 − z2 + 2z0)2

, (6.2)

These expressions are simplified if we transform the coordinates as X = (x1 +
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x2)/2, Y = (y1 + y2)/2, Z = (z1 + z2)/2, which describes the center of mass

motion of the ions, and x = (x1 − x2)/2, y = (y1 − y2)/2, z = (z1 − z2)/2, which

describes the relative motion. The Lagrangian then takes the form

L = T − V

= (mẊ2 −mω2
xX

2) + (mẎ 2 −mω2
yY

2)− (mŻ2 +mω2
zZ

2)

+(mẋ2 +mẏ2 +mż2)− (mω2
xx

2 +mω2
yy

2 +mω2
z(z + z0)2

+
e2

8πε0

1√
x2 + y2 + (z + z0)2

) . (6.3)

This formula shows that the three center-of-mass modes (in-phase modes) are

purely harmonic. They are decoupled from the out-of-phase (OP) modes. On the

other hand, the OP modes are coupled to each other by the Coulomb interaction.

For our purpose, we drop the center-of-mass modes and consider only the OP

modes.

By defining the canonical momentum in the standard way (px = ∂L /∂ẋ and

similarly for py and pz), we write down the Hamiltonian for OP modes as follows,

H =
1

4m
(p2
x + p2

y + p2
z) +mω2

xx
2 +mω2

yy
2 +mω2

z(z + z0)2

+
e2

8πε0

1√
x2 + y2 + (z + z0)2

. (6.4)

For small displacements x, y, z, if we expand the Hamiltonian to the second

order, we obtain three independent OP modes,

H0 = (
1

4m
p2
x +mω2

xopx
2) + (

1

4m
p2
y +mω2

yopy
2)

+(
1

4m
p2
z +mω2

zopz
2) . (6.5)
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However, if we include the terms up to the third order, we get an extra coupling

term

V (3) =
mω2

zop(x
2 + y2)z

z0

+mω2
zop(z

2
0 −

2z

3z0

z2) . (6.6)

The term mω2
zopz

2
0 is a constant and does not influence the dynamics. The last

term (∼ z3) does not lead to the coupling between the modes. After dropping

both terms, the Hamiltonian is

H = H0 +Hc

= (
1

4m
p2
x +mω2

xopx
2) + (

1

4m
p2
y +mω2

yopy
2) + (

1

4m
p2
z +mω2

zopz
2)

+
mω2

zop(x
2 + y2)z

z0

. (6.7)

To quantize the motion, we introduce the following operators:

x̂ =

√
~

4mωxop
(â+ â†) , (6.8)

ŷ =

√
~

4mωyop
(b̂+ b̂†) , (6.9)

ẑ =

√
~

4mωzop
(ĉ+ ĉ†) , (6.10)

p̂x = i
√
m~ωxop(â− â†) , (6.11)

p̂y = i
√
m~ωyop(b̂− b̂†) , (6.12)

p̂z = i
√
m~ωzop(ĉ− ĉ†) , (6.13)

where â†, b̂† and ĉ† (â, b̂ and ĉ) are the creation (annihilation) operators for the

motional modes along x, y and z directions, respectivley. We obtain the following
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expression,

H = ~ωxop(ââ† +
1

2
) + ~ωyop(b̂b̂† +

1

2
) + ~ωzop(ĉĉ† +

1

2
)

+
~ωzop
8z0

√
~ωzop
m

(
â†2ĉ+ â2ĉ† + â2ĉ+ â†2ĉ† + (2n̂x + 1)(ĉ+ ĉ†)

ωxop

+
b̂†2ĉ+ b̂2ĉ† + b̂2ĉ+ b̂†2ĉ† + (2n̂y + 1)(ĉ+ ĉ†)

ωyop

)
.

We are interested in the case where the frequency of radial mode along x direction

is half of the frequency of the axial mode. Using the rotating wave approximation,

we can finally write down Hamiltonian as follows,

Ĥ = ~ωrâ†â+ ~ωsĉ†ĉ+
~Ω

2

(
â† 2ĉ+ â2ĉ†

)
, (6.14)

where

Ω =
ωs
4

√
~ωs

mω2
r z

2
0

(6.15)

is the mode coupling coefficient. The first two terms in Eq. 6.14 describe two

independent harmonic oscillators that correspond to the axial and radial normal

modes with the frequency ωs and ωr. The third term induces coupling between

these two modes. This coupling is nonlinear in the sense that one phonon from

the axial mode is converted into a pair of phonons in the radial mode and vice

versa.

6.3 Experimental setup

The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 6.1(a). Two 171Yb+ ions

are confined in a four-rod linear rf-Paul trap with the single-ion secular frequencies
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Figure 6.1: Experimental setup. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. Three
Raman beam are directed onto a two-ion crystal, such that R1 and R2 pair couples
the motional states in axial direction, while the radial direction is addressed by
R2 and R3 pair. The red arrows or dot inside a circle represent the polarization
of each Raman beam. The magnetic field is parallel to the Raman beam R1 with
the magnitude of 7.0 G. (b) Electrode configuration of the trap. The trapping
frequencies in the x and y radial directions are offset from each other by adding
small (∼ 0.5 V) DC offset voltages to the x electrodes. The offset voltage along
the x direction can be slowly changed between two values for each rod with the
help of the low-pass RC filters (LPF) with time constants of 2 ms, or rapidly
changed with time constants of 20 µs. In both cases, the motional states of the
ion crystal do not change [107; 114].

(ωx, ωy, ωz) = 2π × (0.99, 0.90, 0.75) MHz. In the beginning of the experiment,

one of the ions is optically pumped to the metastable 2F7/2 state and does not

interact with the laser beams. Only the internal spin of the other ion is addressed

and probed in the remainder of the experiment. The optical pumping to the 2F7/2

state is achieved with two photons, one from the 369 nm Doppler cooling laser

and the second at 386.8 nm from a broadband femtosecond modelocked pulsed

laser that drives the ion from the 2P1/2 state to the (7/2, 2)3/2 state, from which

the ion decays to the 2F7/2 state. This ion appears dark during the experiment
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and the collective motion of the ion crystal is addressed by operation on the other

ion, such as Doppler cooling and Raman sideband cooling by the mode-locked

pulsed laser as described previously.

The Raman beams are produced by frequency doubling a 1.6 W laser light

from a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser (pulse duration 3 ps, repetition rate 76 MHz).

The frequency-doubled light has the central wavelength of 374 nm and power of

250 mW. It is split into three beams, sent through separate acousto-optical mod-

ulators (AOMs) and eventually focused to a beam waist of 15 µm at the ion

position as shown in Fig. 6.1(a). The Raman beam R1 and R2 form 45◦ and 135◦

angles respectively with the z-axis, while R3 is counter propagating to R1. The

polarizations of the R1 and R2 beams are linear and mutually orthogonal, and R3

beam polarization is parallel to that of R1 (see Fig. 6.1(a)). This configuration

allows independent addressing of both axial and radial modes of motion.

For the experiments described in this chapter, a PID control loop is used to

actively stabilize the radial trapping frequency (see Fig. 6.2). The pick-up coil is

positioned outside the vacuum chamber and approximately 6 cm away from the

trap to pick up rf signal from the trap. After frequency filtering with a band-

pass filter (Mini Circuits, SXBP-29) and power amplification with a RF amplifier

(Mini Circuits, ZHL-2-8), the pick-up signal is measured by a RF power detector.

The output DC voltage is stabilized by a PID controller which controls the rf

power sent into the trap with a variable attenuator (Mini Circuits, ZX73-2500-

s+). The high-frequency noise in the PID output is filtered out by a homemade

low-pass RC filter with the cutoff frequency of ∼ 10 Hz. For better performance,

the temperatures of the variable attenuator, the helical resonator, the amplifier

of the pick-up signal and the power detector are stabilized to the level of a few

millikelvins. The systematic radial frequency drift after the rf power stabilization
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Figure 6.2: Schematic to stabilize the radial trapping frequencies. A pick-up
coil with diameter of ∼ 5 cm is positioned ∼ 6 cm away from the trap. The
pick-up signal goes through a band-pass filter and a RF amplifier before it is
measured by a RF power detector. The output of the power detector is actively
stabilized by a PID contoller that controls the rf power sent into trap with a
variable attenuator. The temperatures of the variable attenuator, the helical
resonator, the amplifier of the pick-up signal and power detector are stabilized to
the level of a few millikelvins.

is less than 200 Hz/hour. The axial trapping frequency is controlled by the DC

voltages applied to the trap needles and has negligible systematic drift.

After the radial trapping frequencies are stabilized, we measure the coherence

time of the radial phonon with the Ramsey-type experiment [119]. We create

a superposition of the motional states |0〉 + |1〉 by a π/2 pulse on the carrier

transition followed by a π pulse on the red sideband. After some waiting time,

the superposition of motional states is mapped back to the superposition of in-

ternal states by a π pulse on the red sideband followed by a π/2 pulse on the

carrier transition. The internal state of the ion can be detected with the stan-

dard fluorescence techniques. The Ramsey pattern can be obtained by varying

the relative phase between these two π/2 pulses on the carrier transition 1. The

1The phases of the Raman pulses are determined by the phases of the rf signals sent to the
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Figure 6.3: The coherence times of the phonons in the radial mode of single ion
and the radial out-of-phase mode of two ions. The experimental data (blue dots)
are fit with the Gaussian function (blue curves) and the exponential function (red
curves).
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coherence time of the phonon is extracted from the plot of the Ramsey contrast

as a function of the waiting time during the Ramsey experiment.

We measure the coherence times of the phonons in the radial mode of a single

ion and the radial out-of-phase mode of two ions with this method. In order

to eliminate the influence due to the possible modulation of the radial trapping

frequencies at the mains power supply frequency (50 Hz), we also try to trigger

the experiment sequences with a signal from the mains. The results are shown

in the left column of Fig.6.3. We fit the experimental data with the Gaussian

function and extract the coherence times as listed in the Table 6.1. We can

see that triggering the experiment sequences with the mains does not increase

the coherence times of the phonons, indicating that modulation of the radial

trapping frequencies at the frequency of the mains is not the main reason that

causes the dephasing. This is consistent with the fact that the data is fitted well

by the Gaussian function, which suggests that the noise spectrum has a Gaussian

distribution.

In order to understand the dephasing mechanism better, the spin echo ex-

periments are performed on the motional superposition states. The populations

of states |0〉 and |1〉 are swapped in the middle of the Ramsey experiments de-

scribed above by applying a π pulse on the carrier transition sandwiched between

two red sideband π pulses. Similiarly, the Ramsey contrasts are measured. The

experimental data and the fits are shown in the right column of Fig.6.3. The

Ramsey contrasts take around three times longer to decay. This implies that

the radial trapping frequencies are relatively stable over the duration of a single

experiment but fluctuate from experiment to experiment. We also note that the

decay of the Ramsey contrasts in the case of single ion is better approximated by

Raman AOMs.
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coherence time (ms) no spin echo spin echo

single ion
no 50Hz trigger 12.6 (0.5) 34 (2)

with 50Hz trigger 11.8 (0.6) 36 (3)

two ions
no 50Hz trigger 10.2 (0.9) 38 (4)

with 50Hz trigger 8.5 (0.6) 42 (6)

Table 6.1: Coherence times of the radial phonons.

an exponential function than the Gaussian function while it is the other around

in the case of two ions. The reason that causes this difference is still unknown.

6.4 Phonon evolution at resonance

Without the coupling term Ĥc, or Ω = 0, the Hamiltonian described by Eqn. 6.14

will simply characterize two independent harmonic oscillators with frequencies ωa

and ωr respectively. We call the corresponding eigenstates the “bare states”. Fig.

6.4 shows the energy diagram of the bare states with ωa ∼ 2ωr. We label the

state with m axial phonons and n radial phonons as |ma, nr〉. All the states

|ma, nr〉 with 2m + n equal to each other have similiar energies. Moreover, they

are degenerate when the resonance condition ωa = 2ωr is satisfied. It results in

manifolds of degenerate states with degeneracy of
⌊

2m+n
2

⌋
for each state, where

b·c means floor function of a real number. We refer the degenerate manifold as

the i-th manifold if it contains the state |0a, ir〉.

However, if the coupling term Ĥc is included, these degeneracies are lifted.

By scanning the detuning δ = 2ωr − ωa, we will see an avoided crossing. This

is experimentally verified as shown in Fig. 6.7 in the next section. The avoided

crossing in every manifold of states enables us to perform a single-shot parity

measurement which eventually leads to a simple way to directly measure the

Wigner function of the radial motional mode. It also finds applications in cooling
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Figure 6.4: The energy diagram without considering the coupling term. The
number at the horizontal axis represents the phonon number of the axial mode
while the number displayed vertically is the phonon number of the radial mode.
The states belonging to the i-th manifold with i the even number are represented
by red lines, otherwise they are represented by blue lines.

of optically inaccecible mode. We will discuss these applications latter.

6.4.1 Phonon up and down conversion

It is also noted that the coupling term Ĥc only couples the state with its neigh-

boring states in the same manifold. Mathematically, it means Ĥcm,n;u,v is nonzero
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only when

u = m± 1 ,

2m+ n = 2u+ v , (6.16)

where Ĥcm,n;u,v = 〈ma, nr|Ĥc|ua, vr〉 are the coupling matrix elements. Inserting

the expression Ĥc = ~Ω/2
(
â† 2ĉ+ â2ĉ†

)
, we obtain:

〈ma, nr|Ĥc|m+ 1a, n− 2r〉 = 〈m+ 1a, n− 2r|Ĥc|ma, nr〉

=
~Ω

2

√
(m+ 1)(n− 1)n , (6.17)

where m > 0 and n > 2.

One special case is the coupling between |0a, 2r〉 and |1a, 0r〉 states. The matrix

element of the Hamiltonian with respect to these states is

〈0a, 2r|Ĥc|1a, 0r〉 =
~Ω

2

√
2 . (6.18)

It characterizes the oscillation frequency of motional excitation between the axial

and radial modes if we initially prepare the system in the state |0a, 2r〉 or |1a, 0r〉.

To verify the nonlinearity of the coupling at single phonon level, we first cool

all motional modes to their ground state, keeping the detuning δ = 35 kHz from

resonance. From the motional ground state, we add either one or two phonons

to the radial mode by applying either a single π-pulse on the blue sideband, or a

sequence of π-pulses on the blue sideband, carrier and blue sideband again. We

then change DC voltage applied to the rods of the trap, with the time constants

of the low pass filters (LPFs) of 20 µs as shown in Fig. 6.1(b), to bring the
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Figure 6.5: Phonon state evolution in the axial (solid dots) and radial (open
circles) modes, where either one (blue) or two (red) phonons being added to
the radial direction. The sinusoidal fit (red line) reveals the coupling rate of
3.02±0.02 kHz. The straight fit lines show that there is negligible coupling be-
tween the modes when only one radial phonon is present.

detuning δ to zero. The rate of trapping frequency change is much smaller than

the trapping frequency such that the adiabaticity condition is satisfied and we

do not see any change in the motional states [107; 114]. The system evolves for

some time τ before we bring the detuning back to the initial value and check for

the presence of phonons in the axial or radial mode. The results are presented

on Fig. 6.5.

We observe the energy oscillations back and forth between the axial and ra-

dial modes only when the radial mode is initially prepared in the two-phonon
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state. The measured oscillation frequency 3.02 ± 0.02 kHz is compatible to the

frequency
√

2Ω/2π = 2.96 kHz predicted by Eq. 6.15. The reduced visibility of

the oscillation together with small deviation of the measured coupling strength

from the theory can be attributed to the deviation from the resonance condition,

which is compatible with the observed frequency drifts. This process is analogous

to the process of up and down-conversion of photons in nonlinear crystals. How-

ever, unlike the optical case where number of pump photons required to produce

one photon pair is usually large[69], the coupling strength here is high and the

effect can be readily observed even for single phonon Fock states.

6.5 Adiabatic sweep

6.5.1 Adiabatic state evolution

As mentioned previously, the coupling between axial mode and radial mode lifts

the degeneracy at the resonance. In a certain otherwise degenerate manifold of

states, the coupling term mixes all the bare energy eigenstates and forms new

energy eigenstates that are superposition of all the states in this manifold. It

leads to the avoided crossing in the energy spectrum if we scan the detuning δ

aross the resonance. We calculate the eigenenergy of total Hamiltonian described

by Eqn. 6.14. The avoided crossing behavior for the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th

manifolds is shown in Fig. 6.6 (a)–(f).

In order to further quantify the coupling between different modes, we experi-

mentally verify the avoided crossing in the 2nd manifold in the energy spectrum.

We scan the detuning δ across the resonance, by changing the radial mode fre-

quency with the DC voltage offset while keeping the axial mode frequency fixed.
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Figure 6.6: Avoided crossing for different manifolds of states. The lowest and
highest energy eigenstates are particular interesting for the motional excitation
swap as expained in the text.
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Figure 6.7: Avoided crossing of the axial mode, measured after sideband cooling.
The left plot shows the probability p1 to find an ion in state 2S1/2 |F = 1,m = 0〉
as a function of the detuning δ = 2ωr − ωs from the resonance condition, and a
Raman detuning ∆ from the 2S1/2 |F = 0,m = 0〉 → 2S1/2 |F = 1,m = 0〉 carrier
transition. We extract the coupling strength by measuring the mode splitting
at resonance, as shown on the right plot. The measurement yields the splitting
between modes to be 2.97± 0.03 kHz.

We measure the mode spectrum for axial modes after sideband cooling. The

results are shown in Fig. 6.7.

The lowest and highest energy eigenstates are particularly interesting for the

adiabatic swap of the motional excitation. When the detuning is much bigger

than the coupling strength, for 2ωr < ωa (2ωr > ωa), the lowest (highest) energy
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Figure 6.8: Adiabatic evolution of phonon states between the radial and axial
modes
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eigenstates are approximately the bare energy eigenstates with axial mode in

vacuum state, while the highest (lowest) energy eigenstates are approximately the

bare energy eigenstates with lowest possible radial mode excitation, i.e. nr = 0

and nr = 1 for 2n-th and (2n+1)-th manifolds, respectively. Suppose the detuning

δ changes at a rate much slower than the coupling strength Ω, i.e.

δ̇ � Ω . (6.19)

The system remains in the energy eigenstate as it evolves, leading to the adiabatic

evolution of phonon states between the radial and axial modes. For example, the

lowest energy eigenstate for ωs > 2ωr, i.e. |nr〉|0a〉, will evolve into the lowest

energy eigenstate for ωs < 2ωr. The latter eigenstate is |0a〉|n/2r〉 for even n and

|1r〉|(nr − 1)/2a〉 for odd n, which allows us to determine the parity of n.

This adiabatic sweep can find applications in the cooling of an optically inac-

cessible mode and a direct measurement of the Wigner function as shown below.

6.5.2 Cooling of optically inaccessible mode (OIM)

The control of ions’ motional states is usually realized by coupling them to the

ions’ internal states with lasers. This coupling essentially comes from the pro-

jection of the momentum of the photons from the laser light along the direction

of the ions’ motion. In order to manipulate and detect the motional states of a

certain mode, the direction of interest must be optically accessible. This require-

ment is one of the main concerns during the design of the trap, especially for the

microtrap, surface trap and the cryogenic trap.

Cross-mode coupling offers a possible way to control theoptically inaccessible

mode (OIM) inderectly. This coupling bridges the gap between the lasers and
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the OIM via a mode that can be coupled directly to the lasers. We note that

the cross-mode coupling has been realized in a Paul trap [39] and a Penning trap

[21] by applying an oscillating electric field with frequency equal to the frequency

difference between two modes. Here we demonstrate the cooling of the axial

out-of-phase mode close to ground state by making use of its coupling to radial

out-of-phase mode.

As the first step, we try to demonstrate that all the motional excitation in the

axial mode can be adiabatically transferred to the radial mode by a slow sweep of

the radial trapping frequency, i.e. the detuning. It is done in the following steps:

• First, we cool down both modes to ground state at detuning of −35 kHz.

• Second, we coherently excite the axial mode with an oscillating dipole force

with frequency matching the axial trapping frequency. This force is gener-

ated by a running optical lattice [31].

• Third, we adiabatically sweep the detuning from −35 kHz to 35 kHz by

slowly changing the DC voltages applied to the rods of the trap, with LPFs’

time constants of 2 ms as shown in Fig. 6.1(b).

• Fourth, the detuning is swept back from 35 kHz to −35 kHz.

After each step, we extract the phonon distributions of both modes by probing the

evolution of the internal state of the ion at the blue sidebands [95]. The results

are shown in Fig. 6.9 with magenta and orange dots representing the axial and

radial modes, respectively. We fit the (a), (b), (d), (e), (h) with a superposition

of decaying sinusoidal functions and (c), (g) with Poisson distibution:

Pn =
n̄ne−n̄

n!
. (6.20)
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(f) adiabatic sweep, 2n̄ = 2.2± 0.1
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(g) adiabatic sweep back, n̄ = 1.19± 0.09
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Figure 6.9: Blue-sideband evolutions of the axial (magenta) and radial (orange)
motional modes after sideband cooling of all six modes (a, b), followed by coherent
excitation of the axial mode (c, d), adiabatical scanning of the detuning from
−35kHz to 35kHz (e, f), and scanning of detuning back to −35kHz. Each data
point reprensents an average of 100 measurements.

Since every phonon in the axial mode will be down-converted into two phonons in

the radial mode after the third step, the phonon distribution of the radial mode

will contain only the even number, i.e.

Pn =


n̄
n
2 e−n̄

(n
2
)!

, if n is even number;

0 , if n is even number.

(6.21)

We fit Fig. 6.9(f) with this distribution.

As expected, both motional modes are in ground state with very high proba-

bility after sideband cooling, as shown in Fig. 6.9(a, b). Fig. 6.9(c, d) shows that

the axial mode evolves into a coherent state while the radial mode still remains

in the vacuum state after coherently exciting the axial mode with the classical

force. Motional excitation of the axial mode is completely transferred to the ra-

dial mode, leaving the axial mode in vacuum state, after adiabatically scanning

the detuning across the resonance, as shown in Fig. 6.9(e, f). Scanning the ra-
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dial frequency back also brings the motional excitation back to the axial mode,

as indicated by the highly occupied vacuum state in the radial mode as shown

in Fig. 6.9(h) and the close fit of the distribution of the phonon number to the

Poisson distibution in the axial mode as shown in Fig. 6.9(g). These facts confirm

that the adiabaticity condition Eqn. 6.19 is very well satisfied.

We would like to point out that the coherence between the Fock state compo-

nents has been lost after an adiabatic sweep of the detuning since the sweep itself

takes around 9ms, which is comparable to the coherence time of the phonon in

the radial mode.

To demonstrate the indirect cooling of the axial mode, we do the followings:

• First, Doppler cool the ion crystal.

• Second, apply the Raman sideband cooling sequence to the radial mode at

the detuning of −35 kHz.

• Third, sweep the detuning from −35 kHz to 35 kHz by slowly changing the

DC voltages applied to the rods of the trap, with LPFs’ time constants of

2 ms as shown in Fig. 6.1(b).

• Forth, apply the Raman sideband cooling sequence to the radial mode for

the second time.

• Fifth, sweep the detuning back from 35 kHz to -35 kHz.

We scan the red and blue sidebands of both the axial and radial modes after

each step. The results are show in Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.11 for radial sidebands

and axial sidebands, respectively. As expected, both modes contain quite a few

phonons after Doppler cooling (see Fig. 6.10(a, b) and Fig. 6.11(a, b)). We
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Figure 6.10: Radial red (red dot) and blue (blue dot) sidebands after Doppler
cooling (a), (b); ground state cooling of radial mode (c), (d); adiabatic detuning
sweep (e), (f); ground state cooling of radial mode again (g), (h); adiabatic
detuning sweep back (i), (j).

extract the phonon numbers to be na ∼ 8 and nr ∼ 16 from the state evolutions

at blue sidebands of both modes [95]. After the cooling steps stated above,

the asymmetries of the red and blue sidebands as shown in Fig. 6.10(i, j) and

Fig. 6.11(i, j) indicate the cooling of both modes. We estimate that the axial mode

occupies the ground state with probability around 0.9. The radial mode occupies

the ground state with lower probability. This is because the first radial sideband

cooling sequence does not work well due to the coupling of radial mode with a

“hot” axial mode, and the residual phonons together with the excitation of the

axial mode owing to the scattering of photons during the optical pumping of the

second radial sideband cooling sequence lead to a noticeable phonon occupation.

For a better cooling of both modes, we can repeat the aforementioned steps.

6.5.3 Wigner function measurement

Classically, the state of a particle can be reperesented by a point in phase space

with definite position and momentum. For an ensemble of particles, the proba-
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Figure 6.11: Axial red (red dot) and blue (blue dot) sidebands after Doppler
cooling (a), (b); ground state cooling of radial mode (c), (d); adiabatic detuning
sweep (e), (f); ground state cooling of radial mode again (g), (h); adiabatic
detuning sweep back (i), (j).

bility of finding a particle at a certain point in the phase space is characterized by

a probability distribution. Quantum mechanically, however, the position x and

momentum p of a particle can not be well defined simultaneously. Thus, the real

phase space probability distribution does not exist. Nevertheless, a quasiprob-

ability distribution W (x, p) of state with density matrix ρ can be defined [149]:

W (x, p) =
1

π

∫ ∞
−∞
〈x+

u

2
| ρ |x− u

2
〉 e−2ipu du , (6.22)

It is called Wigner function and it fully describes the quantum state of the system.

It was shown in [37; 90; 122] that the Wigner function corresponds to a directly

measurable observable [8; 25; 74; 90; 140]

W (α) =
2

π
Tr[D(−α)ρD(α)P̂ ] ,

where D(α) is the displacement operator in phase space and P̂ is the parity
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operator 1. This formula suggests that the Wigner function at the point α in

phase space is equal to the expectation value of the parity operator in the state

D(−α)ρD(α), which corresponds to a displacement of the state ρ by the amount

−α in phase space.

In our trapped-ion system, the displacement can be carried out by applying

a force to the ion with controlled phase and duration. On the other hand, the

direct parity measurement of the ion motional state is enabled by making use

of the aforementioned nonlinear mode coupling. As described previously, when

the detuning δ is scanned across the resonance adiabatically, the lowest energy

eigenstate for ωs > 2ωr, i.e. |n〉r|0〉a, will evolve into |0〉r|n/2〉r for even n and

|1〉r|(nr− 1)/2〉a for odd n. This means that the presence or absence of a phonon

in the radial mode after the sweep provides information about the parity of the

initial radial motional state. The phonon can be detected by mapping it onto

the ion internal state and the expectation value of the parity operator can be

extracted as 〈P̂ 〉 = (1 − 2p1/η), where p1 is the probability of finding the ion in

the internal state |1〉, and η = 0.86 is the overall phonon mapping efficiency in

our setup. The value of the Wigner function can be obtained as W (α) = 2〈P̂ 〉/π.

The Wigner function measurement protocol was tested on several quantum

states including the vacuum state and coherent states (see Fig. 6.12), cat states

(see Fig. 6.13) and Fock states (see Fig. 6.14). The measured Wigner functions

are compared with the expected ones.

To prepare the coherent state shown in Fig.6.12(b, c), we start with all modes

of the ion crystal cooled to the ground state of motion and the ion pumped to

the |0〉 ≡ 2S1/2 |F = 0,mF = 0〉 state. A microwave π pulse can transfer the

ion to the |1〉 ≡ 2S1/2 |F = 1,mF = 1〉 state. An optical lattice, formed by

1Its action on the Fock state |n〉 is P̂ |n〉 = (−1)n|n〉.
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Figure 6.12: Wigner functions of the vacuum states (a) and the coherent states
|α〉 with α = 0.81 (b) and 1.63 (c). The top row corresponds to the experimental
data, while the bottom row shows calculated Wigner functions. Each data point
represents an average of 100 experiments.
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Figure 6.13: Wigner functions of the even Schrödinger cat state (|α〉+ |−α〉)/
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2
(a), odd Schrödinger cat state (|α〉−|−α〉)/

√
2 (b) and the Yurke-Stoler cat state

(|α〉 − |iα〉)/
√

2 (c). The top row corresponds to the experimental data, while
the bottom row shows calculated Wigner functions. Each data point represents
an average of 50 experiments.
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Figure 6.14: Wigner functions of the Fock states |n〉 with n =1, 2, and 5 phonons
averaged over the phase of α. The solid lines show the theoretical prediction
W (|α|) = 2(−1)ne−2|α|2Ln(4|α|2)/π; the points are experimentally measured val-
ues. The error bars show 1σ statistical uncertainty.
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the R2 and R3 beams (see Fig. 6.1) with orthogonal polarization and running

at the frequency ωr, applies a force for time τ to coherently excite the ion in

the |1〉 state but does not change the motional state of the ion in the |0〉 state.

The displacement in phase space was calibrated by measuring the total number

of phonons in the radial mode as a function of the pulse duration of coherent

excitation.

To prepare the Schrödinger cat state shown in Fig.6.13(a, b), we follow the

method similar to [99]. We start with the ion in the state (|0〉 + |1〉)|0r〉/
√

2 by

applying a π/2 microwave pulse. We then apply the force that only displaces the

ion in the internal state |1〉. After that we swap the internal states of the ions and

apply the force with the opposite phase to produce the (|0〉|α〉 + |1〉| − α〉)/
√

2

state. Finally we apply a ±π/2 pulse to the internal state of the ion to prepare

the state |0〉(|α〉 ± | − α〉)/2 + |1〉(|α〉 ∓ | − α〉)/2 and measure the internal state

of the ion using the standard fluorescence technique. If the ion is found in the |0〉

internal state, its motional state is projected to the cat state (|α〉 ± | − α〉)/
√

2

and it is unchanged because the ion scatters no photons. We can also control

the relative phase of the displacement forces and phases of the microwave pulses

to prepare the cat states with full control of their phases [45]. As an example,

we prepare the Yurke-Stoler cat state [160] (|α〉+ |αei3π/2〉)/
√

2 and measure its

Wigner function (see Fig.6.13(c)).

The Fock states shown in Fig. 6.14 were generated by a sequence of π pulses

on blue sideband of |0〉 −→ 2S1/2 |F = 1,m = 0〉 transition, followed by a π pulse

on the carrier transition. To generate the n-phonon Fock state |n〉, this sequence

was repeated n times.
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6.6 Conclusion and outlook

We have demonstrated strong nonlinear coupling between motional states of a

two-ion crystal described by a Hamiltonian similar to degenerate optical paramet-

ric down conversion. When combined with nearly deterministic phonon prepa-

ration an readout readily available in the ion trap, this coupling allows us to

measure the parity of the ion motional state and determine the Wigner function

of the ion motion. The ground state cooling of an optically inaccessible mode is

also demonstrated.

The nonlinear coupling between the modes is another tool that can be added

to the rich toolbox of the ion trapping techniques for quantum information pro-

cessing, and the techniques demonstrated here can be useful for the preparation

of nonclassical states of motion, or quantum gates.
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